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The Ideal of the Bishop and the 
Venetian Patriciate : c. I 43 o-c. I 63 o 

by OLIVER LOGAN 

Lecturer, School of European Studies, University of'East Anglia 

v enetian religious literature of the Renaissance period presents an 
amorphous picture to the historian; there were few recurrent 
preoccupations among Venetian religious writers and they used a 

wide variety of theological styles. The topic of the officium episcopi, the 
bishop's duties and rule of life, did however recur with some frequency. 
There was, indeed, a considerable volume of literature on this subject in 
Catholic Europe as a whole between the Conciliar era and the post- 
Tridentine period.' The best known, almost the only widely known 
Italian example of the genre is the work of a Venetian: the De ofJicio 
episcopi of Gasparo Contarini. Other Venetian writings on this theme 
have been barely s t ~ d i e d , ~  however, although in some cases they are 
subtler and more redolent of spirituality, if less explicit, than Contarini's 
work. I t  may well be that Venetians, over a period of a century and a half, 
made a particularly important contribution to the genre and since the 
Venetian patriciate produced a large number of bishops (the major 
bishoprics of the Venetian Terraferma were normally held by Venetian 
 noble^)^ this would not be altogether surprising. I t  should be said, 

'Attention was first directed to the genre in H. Jedin, 'Das Bischofsideal der 
katholischen Reformation' in Sacramentum Ordinis, ed. 0. Kuss & E. Puzik, Breslau 1942. 
This has been reprinted in H.  Jedin, Kirche des Glaubens, Kirche der Geschichte. Ausgewahlte 
Afsiitze und Vortrage, Freiburg 1965, ii. 75-1 1 7  and citations will here be taken from this 
latter edition. There is an Italian translation: I1 tipo ideale di vescovo secondo la Riforma 
Cattolica, Brescia 1950; note also the Adaptation francaise by P. Broutin S. J .  : L1t!vPque dans la 
traditzon pastorale du XVIe siicle, Louvain 1953. O n  treatises written in the Iberian 
peninsular primarily, see J .  I .  Tellechea Idigoras, El obzspo ideal en el siglo de la Reforma, 
Rome 1963. O n  the genre in France, see M .  Piton, 'L'idkal episcopal selon les 
prkdicateurs franqais de la fin du XVe au dkbut du XVIe siecle', Revue dJHistoire 
Ecclisiastique, 6 1 ( 19661, 7 7-1 18 and J .  P. Massaut, Josse Clichthoue. L'humanisme et la rqorme 
du clergt!, Paris 1968. 

Mons. Jedin does indeed examine briefly Agostino Valier's De cauta imitatione sanctorum 
eptscoporum and Gerolamo Vielmi's De optimo episcopi munere in Das Bischojideal, 106, 1 1  I- 

12. 
S I examine the near monopolv of major sees in the Venetian dominions by the 

patriciate of the ctttd dominate and their extensive share in incumbencies of lesser sees in 
my thesis 'Studies in the Religious Life of Venice. The Venetian Clerg). and Religious 
orders 1520-1630', University of Cambridge, Ph.D. 1967. 
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however, that even in this genre of religious literature it is difficult to 
point to a specifically Venetian tradition or to any particular continuity of 
themes; to take the case of Gasparo Contarini, a search for the Venetian 
antecedents of his ideas yields rather sparse fruits. Indeed, a study of 
Venetian writings on the officium episcopi precisely serves to demonstrate 
the variety of theological styles used by Venetians over an extensive 
period. It is certainly one aim of this essay to uncover connecting threads 
where possible, but an even more fundamental aim is to highlight the 
distinctive features of individual treatises by comparisons. Contarini's 
treatise, for example, when examined in this way, will be seen to be a 
limited, idiosyncratic but nonetheless significant work. 

A word must be said about patristic and medieval sources of the 
genre.4 Although the Venetian treatises with which we are here concerned 
deal with the office of the bishop specifically, the sources that have to be 
examined comprise treatises on the office of pastors generally, from the 
pope downwards. Two fundamental Urtexts were St. Gregory Nazianzus's 
Second Oration or Apology for Flight and St. John Chrysostom's closely 
similar treatise On the Priesthood. Both works examined an evasion of 
responsibilities. Gregory, having been ordained by his father after the 
application of some pressure, fled to Basil's monastery at Pontus rather 
than undertake pastoral duties; Chrysostom had at first avoided 
ordination by means of a stratagem. Both men pointed to the horrifying 
responsibilities of the pastoral office, which entailed an act of love for 
Christ. In this context, they introduced the trope of the pastor as 
physician. Differing treatments were appropriate to different individuals 
and diverse ailments and hence the bishop had great need of the virtues 
of prudence and moderation: a person sick of soul might be finally killed 
off by harsh reprimand, while a gentle reproof might save him.5 Gregory 
the Great had taken up this theme of spiritual medicine, also developing 
the analogy of a harper who plays with a variety of touches. In the Regula 
Pastoralis, which became the standard medieval treatise on the pastoral 
art, he elaborated a system of rules for admonishing and counselling 

In the patristic citations below, while Latin titles are given in the original, Greek ones 
are given in English for the sake of convenience. The references P.C. and P.L. are to J.-P. 
Migne, Patrologza Graeca and Patrologza Latina. A useful key to relevant references in the 
writings of the Church Fathers and Doctors is provided in the Stimulus Pastorum of 
Bartolomeo dos Martires, Rome 1564, more particularly Bk. 1 (cf. text below, 439). 
Ludovico da Granada's Concio de Officio Pastorale i 1565) is also of some value as a source of 
citations (it was published in the-Lisbon 1565 and Paris 1583 and 1586 editions of 
Bartolomeo's Stimulus). The two treatises of Dionysius the Carthusian cited below (41 7-8) 
are also useful for their compendious references, primarily to Latinsources. 

Gregory Nazianzus, Orat., 11 Bks. xviii, xxi, xxx, xxxiv, cf xliv, in P.C., xxxv or in Select 
Library ofthe Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers ed. H .  Wace and P. Schaff Ser. 11.  vii (Oxford & 
New York 18941, 204-27. St. John Chrysostom, On the Priesthood, Bk ii caps. 3 ,  and 5 in 
P.G. xlviii o r  Select Library, ed. Wace and Schaff Ser. I. ix (Oxford & New York 1889, 2nd. 
ed. Grand Rapids 19 j5) .  
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people of differing characters and with different  problem^.^ Con- 
sciousness, as expressed through the medical analogy, that the objects of 
the ars artium are highly problematic in character became a leading motif 
of treatises on the pastoral office. We shall need to examine closely how 
our Venetians used the trope of the pastor as physician. 

St. Bernard's writings were a major source of material on the pastoral 
office, more particularly in the Liber de Consideratione, addressed to pope 
Eugenius 111, a former monk of his, and Epistle 42, addressed to Henry, 
archbishop of Sens. In the former, Bernard warned Eugenius against 
excessive preoccupation with temporal affairs, particularly legal business, 
stressed the need to set aside time for meditation and warned that 
Eugenius had not been appointed as a lord (non eleuandus es ad 
dominandum) but as a spiritual cultivator.' In Epistle 42, he again warned 
against ambition and desire to dominate, while in Epistle 24 he recalled 
that it was not permitted to spend church revenxes on superfluities, to 
elevate relatives and to build palaces: the patrimonies of the Church are 
the resources (facultates) of the poor and it is sacrilege not to devote them 
to the poor.8 Bernard, following Gregory the Great, highlighted a 
tension between pure contemplation and the life of the pastor, 
symbolised respectively by Rachel (fair but barren) and Leah (uncomely 
but fertile).g He asserted: 'while the life of contemplatives is sweeter and 
happier, the life of prelates is more vigorous and more u~efu l ' . '~  All the 
above-mentioned Bernardine themes were recurrent motifs in fifteenth 
and sixteenth century treatises on the bishop's office, except that 
Bernard's contempt for legal business tended to be set aside (Possidius's 
account of St. Augustine's scrupulous attention to this offered a counter- 
vailing authority)." 

One source which seems to have been significant in the fifteenth century 
although not in the sixteenth was the work of the sixth-century Byzantine 
theologian known to scholars as the pseudo-Dionysius. For the latter, 
divine beneficence is communicated through hierarchies, each grade of 
which receives the divine radiance and effuses it to the grade beneath. 
There is the angelic hierarchy and the ecclesiastical hierarchy; the latter in 
a certain measure participates in the sphere of the former. Its task is to 
direct those subject to it up the hierarchically divided ladder of ascent by 
the active functions of purgation, illumination and perfection.I2 In the 
fifteenth century, the German Dionysius the Carthusian ('the Ecstatic 

Gregory the Great, Regula Pastoralis, Bks. ii, iii (P.L., Ixxvii); see Pastoral Care, trans. H .  
Davies, London 1950. 

' De consid., in S .  Bernardus, Opera iii, ed. J .  Leclercq and H. M. Rochas, Rome 1963. 
S. Bernardus, Operavii, Epistolae, ed. J .  Leclercq, Rome 1974, loo i: 
De consid., Bk. i, cap. i. 

' O  Cited Bartolomeo dos Martires, Stimulus, Paris 1583 ed., 42. 
l 1  See Possidius, Vita Augustini trans. as Vita di S .  Agostino, testo critic0 by M .  Pellegrino, 

Alba 1955; also trans. in E. A. Foran, The Augustinians, London 1938, cap. xix. 1-5. 
l 2  Dionysius called 'the Aeropagite', Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, cf. Celestial Hierarchy, esp. Bk. 

xii in Oeuvres complites dupseudo-Denys lilriopagtte, trans. Gandillac, Paris 1943. 
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Doctor') substantially built his treatises on the functions of bishops anc 
prelates around a Dionysian s t ruc t~re , '~  and there are also Dionysian 
elements in Gerson's conception of the bishop's function.14 In the 
sixteenth century, however, treatises on the bishop's ofice no longer 
seem to have made use of the Dionysian hierachic system as such, even 
though Dionysius was sometimes cited. 

In the sixteenth century, the treatises most widely diffused were, 
according to Mons. Jedin, those of Sts. Gregory Nazianzus, John 
Chrysostom, Gregory the Great and Bernard cited above and also the De 
Ofjcium ministeriorum of St. Ambrose,15 a work which does not, however, 
have any striking leitmotifs that can be easily pinpointed. We must also 
remember the many lives of holy bishops contained in the patristic 
heritage that was being made increasingly available. 

One way in which our Venetian writers can be studied is by examining 
how far they adhered to the notion, expressed by the medical analogy, of 
the pastoral office as an art entailing sensitivity and adaptability to the 
needs of individuals and to the demands of circumstances. Here it should 
be observed that there was a certain conflict between this ancient 
Christian vision of the pastoral craft and the legalistic tendencies of the 
leaders of the Counter-Reformation with their propensity for massive 
legislation and the laying down of norms of conduct. The differing 
approaches were exemplified in the immediate post-Tridentine period by 
two great reforming pastors, friends and collaborators who did not quite 
see eye to eye: Gabriele Paleotti, archbishop of Bologna and St. Carlo 
Borromeo, archbishop of Milan. Paleotti, profoundly conscious of the 
freedom of the human will and the fruitlessness of coercion, asserted that 
there were not universally valid rules for the cure of souls: the bishop was 
in the position of a doctor with thousands of patients, each with their 
individual pathologies and requiring special treatment. Borromeo, by 
contrast, was the great disciplinarian legislator.16 Our Venetian 
churchmen-writers, by and large, showed a sensitivity to the ancient 
notion of the pastoral art, although this sensitivity was quite absent in the 
treatise of Gasparo Contarini, who wrote as a layman. We should not, in 
fact, assume too readily that the political experience of Venetians made 
for a particularly flexible approach to the pastoral art; rather it was the 
level and the nature of the individual churchman's or writer's religious 
culture that was likely to be the key factor here. 

Further issues that may be examined are how individual writers 

I S  De uita et regimine praesulum, De regimine praelatum in Doctoris Ecstatici D. Dionysii 
Cartusiani Opera Omnia, t. xxxv~r, v, Tournai 1909. 

l *  G. Gerson, De consiliis euangelicis et statu perfectionis and Sermo 'Bonus Pator' in Oeuures 
complites, ed. Glorieux, Paris 1960, iii and v respectively. Cf. L. B. Pascoe, Jean Gerson, 
Principles ofchurch Reform, Leiden 1973, cap iv. 

l 5  Jedin, Das Bischofsideal, 76-7. 
P. Prodi, 'San Carlo Borromeo e il Cardinale Gabriele Paleotti. Due vescovi della 

Riforma Cattolica', Critica Storica, iii ( 1964)~ 135-54; cf. idem, I1 Cardinale Gabriele Paleotti 
(1522-1 597),  Rome 1967, 7-29.46-8. 
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integrate their ideas on the bishop's ofice into a wider theological frame- 
work and how far they manifest a specifically ecclesiastical culture, that is 
to say one based on the Church Fathers and Medieval Doctors and 
involving the capacity to extend arguments from scriptural passages. 

The benefits, it may be said, were not all on one side. The high 
ecclesiastical culture of fifteenth and sixteenth century Italy-and this 
goes for the neo-patristic and neo-Bernardine strains perhaps even more 
than for the scholastic ones-was quite as arcane in its way as the high 
profane culture of lay humanists and must have been inaccessible even to 
many leading churchmen. A writer such as the young Gasparo Contarini 
who was barely immersed in this culture did, perhaps, have certain 
positive advantages when it came to communicating his ideas to the 
educated public at large. 

The first Venetian writer to be examined here, Lorenzo Giustiniani, 
was pre-eminently a churchman's churchman. Giustiniani ( 138 1-1 456) 
was a contemplative who became a bishop. He was one of the founder 
members of the community of St. Giorgio in Alga in Venice. This was 
technically an association of secular canons, but the community which 
formed in the years 1402-04 was essentially one of contemplative 
religious and, although it had no rule and its members took no vows, its 
way of life was essentially monastic. Although the annals of the house 
attribute its foundation to Antonio Correr and Gregorio Condulmer 
(later Eugenius IV), it is with the name of Lorenzo Giustiniani that the rise 
of St. Giorgio is primarily associated. It was a particularly significant 
religious centre in fifteenth-century Venice. In 1433 Lorenzo was elevated 
to the see of Venice (then offically designated Castello) by Eugenius IV 

and in 1451, when the ancient patriarchate of Grado was finally 
suppressed and its metropolitan status was transferred to the see of 
Venice, he became its first patriarch." His were the historic diocesan 
constitutions, these being barely added to before 1592. The object of 
official cult from 1524, beatified in 1588, canonised in 1690, Lorenzo was 
for centuries the Venetian saint par excellence. He left a large body of 
writings, mostly of an ascetical and mystical character which seem to 
belong most naturally to a monastic milieu. The treatise De Institutione et 
Regimine Praelatorumlg relates the duties of the pastoral office to the 
pursuit of high spiritual vocation: to the imitation of Christ and to 
mystical union with God. 

The general tone of the treatise is intensely mystical. What appears to be 
a key structural element is the contraposition of the sin of pride, which in 
Satan took the form of an aspiration to be equal to God, to the 
divinisation of man by union with Christ through charity: this 'verily 

l '  A. Niero, I Patriarchi di Venezia, Venice 196 1, 2 1-3 1 ; G. Cracco, 'La fondazione dei 
Canonici Secolari di S. Giorgio in Alga', Riui~ta di Storia della Chie~a in Italia, xiii (19591, 
70-81. 

l 8  In Laurentii Justiniani, Opera omnia, eds. Brescia 1506, Paris 1514, Venice 1606, 175 1. 
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makes man God', by participation that is.I9 The concept of man'. 
divinisation is a key motif in Greek Patristic and Byzantine mystical 
theology and would have been familiar to western readers primarily in 
translations of the pseudo-Dionysius and in the writings of St. Bernard.20 
The latter is the most likely source in Lorenzo's case. Other themes that 
could have been taken from St. Bernard are extensively developed, most 
notably the need for contemplation and the abnegation of Libido 
dominandi. Lorenzo's assertion that the bishop must be full of the divine 
fire in order to be able to communicate it to others might suggest a 
derivation from the pseudo-Dionysius, but Lorenzo does not in any way 
build his treatise around a Dionysian hierarchic scheme.21 

The treatise begins with a warning against ambition and desire to 
dominate. These took their origin from the rebellion of Satan who 
coveted the power of God: instead of entreating God to show forth His 
glory in him as creature, he aspired to rise by his own will and power. 
After his own fall, he ensnared men by the promise:'Eritis sicut dii'. So, 
Giustiniani warns, let no-one desire primacy or to be superior to others. 
The responsiblity of the prelate's office is heavy; the Regimen animorum is a 
dangerous task.22 God never gave any man power to dominate others, 
only to direct them (rege~e) .~~ Prelates are instituted by Christ 'to feed and 
direct rational sheep' as well as for the performance of sacrifices and the 
prevention of schism.24 The ideal that Giustiniani in due course counter- 
poses to the image of Satanic ambition and libido dominandi is one of 
Christiform self-sacrifice, humility and mansuetude. The ideal, more- 
over, is explicitly an ascetic and contemplative one: bishops must be 
Apostolici viri, men who spurn the world and who are capable of with- 
drawing intermittently from their mundane responsibilities to repair 
their spirits in converse with God.25 

Giustiniani's spirituality is well illustrated by his development of the 
topos of the pastor as physician. He takes up the traditional themes: 
different treatments are appropriate to different spiritual ailments; with 
some patients, surgery and cautery can be fatal, i.e. harsh reprimand may 
cut some sinners off from repentance. Where, however, Gregory the Great 

l 9  Caps i, xviii. 
20 Cf. M.  Lot-Borodine, 'La doctrine de la dkification dans l'kglise grecque jusqu' au 

 XI^ sikcle', Revue de lJHistoire des Religtons, cv, cvi, cvii (1932-3); E. Gilson, La thiologie 
mystique de S .  Bemard, Paris 1934, cap v. 

21  Jedin, Dm Bischofsideal, 82-3 notes similarities with Dionysius the Carthusian. 
However, the Doctor Ecstaticus was probably writing somewhat later. Passages on the 
communication of the divine fire in both writers are among a number of striking 
parallels, but the absence of a hierarchic scheme in B1. Lorenzo's work provides a major 
point of contrast. 

22 Cap. i, cf. cap v. 
2s Cap. ii. 
24 Cap. iii; for a reference to 'rational sheep', d. John Chrysostom, Orat., 11, Bk. ii. cap. 

3. 
Cap. vi. 
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had spoken in terms of a pastoral skill, Lorenzo seems to have constantly 
in mind an imitation of Christ in his mansuetude and as the exemplar of 
the good shepherd. Pastors should exercise their charge with humility, 
patience, charity and compassion. They should not despise those who 
spurn God's commands but should 'feel with their problems' 
(compatiuntur illorum casibus) imitating Christ who wept over the sins of 
Jerusalem and over the death of Lazarus (a symbol of the spiritual death 
of sinners) and who had pity on the crowd which had not eaten for three 
days. Giustiniani returns to his point that bishops were not appointed to 
dominate: 'pastors who superintend the flock of the Lord should imitate 
Him, being neither like princes, nor like lords but like true fathers and 
pastors, feeling with the fallen and sick and bearing with them with 
equanimity, remembering their own weakness and the fact that they 
themselves are prone to fall'. Pastors should not govern souls in the way 
that secular princes govern; these, indeed, can terrorise and punish, but 
the instruments of pastors are charity and mildness.26 Justice and 
compassion must temper one another. Giustiniani expands at length 
upon misericordia. Christ's work from the incarnation on  was one of 
misericordia. Christ stands at the door and knocks by means of interior 
inspirations, so that it may be opened to him by free consent. He 
confessed it to be his joy to be with men and to remain with them until 
the consummation of the world. The divine Majesty, whom the heavenly 
hierarchy adores with dread, 'inclines towards men with such gentleness, 
such familarity, not as once on  Sinai with fire and the sound of trumpets 
and the terror of thunder, but communicates Himself as father, teacher 
and spouse with charity, benediction and spiritual unction to those who 
love Him'. Christ converts the soul by knocking at the door, by 
illuminating the spirit which lies prostrate in the flesh so that it recognises 
its captivity and is ashamed to serve corruptible nature.27 Thus, it is in the 
imitation of Christ as physician and pastor of souls that for Giustiniani 
the pastoral art consists. 

Pastors, Giustiniani appears to be saying, also figure the mediatory 
role of Christ in their pontifical function of intercession. In the tenth 
chapter, Giustiniani compares mens' reconciliation with God to a 
conclusion of peace and recall from exile obtained through Christ's 
intercession. The angels were sent as special nuncios to announce this 
peace at the time of Christ's incarnation and birth; after Christ's work of 
satisfaction on the Cross whereby the rescript of mens' damnation was 
cancelled, the Apostles were sent as legates (i.e. ambassadors in ordinary) 
and as witnesses to announce to the nations that peace had been made 
between God and men. Now that the Church is established upon a rock 
and in peace, bishops are instituted as captains to fortify the hearts of the 
troops for spiritual battles and to form them for the true worship of God 

26 Cf. John Chrysostom, Orat., 11, Bk. ii. cap. 2. 
2 7  Caps. viii, ix. 
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and obedience to His commandments. Further, Giustiniani adds, bishops 
and pastors are instituted as mediators between God and the people, to 
placate divine justice by their intercessions and prayers. When the people 
is spiritually or physically fatigued in the battle, when it gravely 
transgresses the divine commands, the prelate should flee to the citadel of 
prayer and entreat God in order to reconcile the people with Him. 
Moses, who stood to prelates as 'figure' to 'type', interceded in this way 
for the Israelites in their battles with the Amalekites when he stood upon 
the mountaintop with his hands raised in ceaseless prayer. This, and 
other Old Testament examples show how holy men in emergencies have 
always entreated divine aid. This shows churchmen that when God is 
angry with the people, they should offer God sacrifice for the expiation of 
sins: this sacrifice is both the Eucharist and their own prayers, which are 
as incense to the h o l o c a ~ s t . ~ ~  

In the eleventh chapter, the bishop is compared to a keen-eyed 
watchman, that is to say he must be a contemplative, a mystic indeed, if 
he is to guide and inspire his flock: 'Let him from time to time devote 
himself to divine contemplation and draw from the fount of eternal 
goodness what he will later pour forth in exhortation to the people. For 
if the heart is torpid, if it lacks the savour of celestial sweetness, if it is 
distracted by vain thoughts, if it is crushed by affection for earthly 
things . . . what it gives fbrth of its own in teaching is insipid, cold, arid 
and quite incapable of moving the hearts of hearers. An insipid heart 
cannot give forth flaming words. If, however, after this lukewarmness, 
through the unhoped for visitation of the Holy Spirit, it is of fervent 
charity, humble piety and fecund devotion, then without doubt it gives 
forth the fires of heavenly eloquence, proclaims the mysteries of the 
sacraments and having received the abundance of divine blessing it 
effuses heavenly odours'. Here Giustiniani is putting forward in essence 
one of the pseudo-Dionysian theses of the intermediary function of 
pastors : the high priest must be full of the divine radiance so that he may 
reflect it to his flock. Giustiniani, however, was not a system-builder like 
the pseudo-Dionysius but an affective mystical writer deeply preoccupied 
with the prelate's personal relationship with God, while the leitmotif of 
his mysticism is not the abstract 'illumination' of the pseudo-Dionysius 
but a divine spirit that inflames the heart. St. Bernard readily comes to 
mind.zg Giustiniani's language is ecstatic. Although he does not use the 
term 'divine madness' he does, in fact, cite the example of David dancing 
naked before the Ark as a case of possession by that same divine spirit 
which later descended upon the Apostles at Pentecost and which fortified 
the martyrs. Giustiniani speaks of the contemplative's familiarity with 
God (familiarius introductitur in ipsum secretum latissimum). Moses, the 
ancient figure of the future Christian priesthood, spoke to God face to 
face, as friend with friend, interceding for the people. Some of the 

Cap. X. 
29 Cf. Cracco, loc. cit., 81 
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mysteries into which the contemplative is admitted he may not reveal: 
'secretum meum mihi' 

Mystical themes are taken up again in chapter xvii which is somewhat 
confusingly entitled: 'How far man excels other creatures in dignity'. In 
this chapter it seems that Giustiniani is relating the bishop's office to the 
vocation of all true Christians towards union with God through caritas. It 
is caritas alone that makes men pleasing to God, it joins them to Him and 
can thereby make them deiform (a quintessentially Bernardine theme). It 
is this divine love that the bishop expresses and communicates in his 
pastoral office. Here Giustiniani is developing one of the standard loci in 
treatises on the pastoral office from Gregory Nazianzus and Chrysostom 
onwards, the exposition of John xxi. 15-18: 'Peter do you love me?', 
extending the exegesis, however, in a strongly mystical direction. The 
charity which is infused into the pastor by God he in turn effuses: 'It is the 
peculiarity of the good bishop unceasingly to give forth of himself 
(efundere) and joyfully share (communicare), to give out doctrine, to give 
forth love, to share what he has, to give himself, to keep nothing for 
himself which he can give forth to others'. Evidently Giustiniani regards 
this caritas, by which the pastor is joined to the Godhead and which he 
communicates to his flock as a manifestation of that same love stronger 
than death that fortified the  martyr^.^' In the final chapters, Giustiniani 
descends somewhat from the heights, laments the evils of the present-day 
Church tarnished by luxury, pomp and the search for glory-a sorry 
contrast with the primitive Church-and holds up an ideal for pastors of 
poverty and, indeed, of asce t ic i~m.~~ 

Unlike his near-contemporary Gerson and unlike Gasparo Contarini 
later, Lorenzo Giustiniani did not set out a reform programme. His was a 
treatise essentially about what a pastor should be rather than what, in 
precise terms, he should do. Although his treatise, by contrast with those 
of Gerson and Denys the Carthusian, is not built round any sharply 
defined structure of speculative theology, it is remarkable for the high 
level of theological integration that it achieves, that is to say the ideal of 
the bishop is constantly related to general issues of soteriology and 
mysticism. Giustiniani was, in fact, perhaps too much of the churchman's 
churchman to make much impact upon the prelates of his age. 

Pietro Barozzi (144 i-i507), bishop first of Belluno ( 1459-87) and then 
of Padua ( 148 7-1 50 7 )  was probably the outstanding pastoral figure 
among the Venetian episcopate in the late fifteenth century.3s Gasparo 
Contarini, who had observed him while himself a student at Padua, 
mentioned him three times in the De oficio episcopi, making the specific 
point that he had not enriched his family with the fruits of his diocese but 

Cap. xi, cf. cap xix. 
Cap. xvii, cf. below, 444. 

32 Cap. xxii. 
For a biography, see F. Gaeta, I1 vescovo Pietro Barozzi e il trattato 'De factionibus 

extinguendis', Venice-Rome 1958, introd. 
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had dedicated these to the service of the poor.34 What Barozzi himself 
wrote about the office of the bishop has not received attention from 
historians but his treatise De ratione bene moriendi, evidently written around 
1 4 7 2 , ~ ~  does, in fact, have much to say on this and more specifically on 
the matter which attracted Contarini's attention. 

This is altogether a perplexing work. It is written in a variety of styles: 
complex allegorical interpretations written in humanist Latin alternate 
with sections of dry, scholastic moral theology as well as the traditional 
matter of the ars moriendi composed in a popular style. What concerns us 
here are his allegorical interpretations of Numbers xiii and xiv, which 
occupy a large part of the work, and his remarks on the problems of 
bishops on their death-beds. The passages of the book of Numbers in 
question describe Moses's despatch of scouts to spy out the land of 
Canaan, his detailed instructions as to what they are to note and his 
receipt of their reports. What makes Barozzi's interpretations of these 
sections all the more difficult to unravel is the fact that the land of 
Canaan has more than one allegorical signification: it seems to mean 
both the new life of regeneration and the souls of the bishop's flock. 

The allegory is first developed in the dedication to Marco Barbo, 
patriarch of' Aquilae (t 149 11, his metropolitan. Barozzi refers to his own 
consecration by Barbo some years previously and compares himself to 
the men sent out by Moses. The metropolitan, having examined him on 
the faith, had laid the Gospel upon him, and bestowed upon him the 
Holy Spirit by the laying on of hands and had put upon him a ring as if 
wedding him to his Church; in giving him the Gospel he had said: 
'receive the Gospel and go, preach to the people entrusted to you'. 
Barozzi's stress on the fact that he was ordained and consecrated to 
preach the Gospel should be noted. Now, Barozzi says, he could not fulfil 
this charge unless he had learnt the character of his people, for 'not all 
things are to be preached to all but, following the example of Paul who 
gave Christ's little ones drink not food, yet spoke wisdom to the perfect, 
consideration (ratio) must be had of one's listeners'. Barozzi understood 
that he had been sent to study his people (ad considerandumpopulum). Now, 
after thirteen years, he gives his account of the fruits of the land, as 
though from the land of Canaan, for this signifies conversion 
(commutatio), and he reports that this is, indeed, a land of milk and honey 
(symbols of sound doctrine and of virginity). Barozzi begins briefly to 
develop an allegory of the Christian life, of which meditation upon death 
is a crucial part. He returns to his initial allegorical theme towards the 
end of the book where, after sections in the ar5 moriendi evidently directed 
towards a more popular audience, he again addresses the patriarch 
Marco Barbo directly. He recalls that Moses's scouts were to study the 

34 Cf. below 429-30,434. 
35 The De ratione bene moriendi was printed in Consolatoni libri iii in Venice in 1531. The 

date of its composition emerges from Barozzi's reference to his own consecration some 
thirteen years earlier. 
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land from the mountains; the signification of this is that one cannot 
preach to the people unless one understands their ways (mores),  and for 
this one must climb the mountains, that is understand the higher things 
of the soul and the sublime things of the Law. First we must consider the 
land, the soil itself, that is to say the bodies that are taken from the earth, 
and then the people, i.e. the rational souls that inhabit them. Barozzi 
proceeds to extract allegorical significance from Moses's questionings 
about topography: woods are the untrained passions which harbour 
vices, cultivated land is that which has been tilled by the ploughshare of 
preaching and sown with the word. The labyrinths of Barozzi's allegory 
need not be examined further, although it is worth observing that we 
shall not encounter this kind of exegesis among later writers to be 
examined. What requires to be noted are two simple motifs which stem 
from the ancient tradition of treatises on the pastoral art: the bishop 
must know his flock and the exercise of the pastoral art must be related to 
their specific needs. 

In the section of the work concerned with the art of dying, Barozzi 
devotes particular attention to the problems faced by ecclesiastics o n  their 
death-beds and the indignities they may suffer. He may have been 
speaking in part from personal experience of the death of his uncle 
Giovanni Barozzi, bishop of Bergarno, who had supported him as a 
young man in his studies and whose death had left him in a difficult 
~ i t u a t i o n . ~ ~  Churchmen have no children, but they have to face the 
rapacity of their servants once these learn that they are dying. Barozzi 
depicts the dying bishop surrounded by human vultures: 'What is truly 
graver and yet more impious is that kind of sacrilege perpetrated by 
relatives who in addition to those goods obtained from us during the 
period of our episcopate, in addition to the dowries of sisters or  
daughters contracted with husbands on the basis of ecclesiastical 
property, in addition to the financial support given to young men for the 
study of the liberal arts in schools, in addition to the houses built, the 
debts liquidated, the properties purchased, the costly vestments pledged, 
as if this was his own patrimony- besides all this do not scruple to seize 
and take away the most valuable contents of the house'.s7 It will be noted 
that Barozzi refers with disapproval to bishops who treated episcopal 
revenues and property as their family patrimony. Later in the treatise he 
recommends that bishops should spend their whole revenues year by year 
for the benefit of members of their household and the poor and, indeed, 
for their own benefit (but not in the accumulation of silver plate and 
precious stones or  books) so that there is nothing left for servants or  
relatives or, for that matter, rulers to seize.s8 It has already been noted 
that Contarini cited Barozzi's personal example regarding the use of 
episcopal revenues. What also points forward to Contarini's treatise is 

Gaeta, op. cit., introd. 8-9. 
1531 ed., at 61". 
Ibid. 63',  7 P Y .  
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Barozzi's insistence on a bishop's responsibility for seeing that the 
members of his household live rightly: persons responsible for the 
government of households are liable to punishment for the short- 
comings of their members and the Biblical example of the High Priest Eli 
is here cited. A bishop must take care in the choice of his domestici, must 
pay them monthly, give them daily sustenance and look after them when 
sick. Special care is to be exercised in the selection of 'familiars' if these 
are to be admitted to the priesthood. Barozzi refers to the provision of 
Canon Law which excluded from the priesthood persons with physical 
defects or of illegitimate birth. This is to be given a spiritual in- 
terpretation: persons with moral blemishes are to be excluded. In 
general, Barozzi insists on the bishop's responsibilities of stewardship, of 
which he will have to give account: the patrimony he administers is not 
his but Christ's; he is not the lord, merely the bursar (dijpensator). 

The work published and commonly known as the De ojicio episcopi but 
originally entitled in MS. De officio viri boni acprobi eppzscopiS9 was written by 
Gasparo Contarini while he was a layman (he only became an ecclesiastic 
in 1534) and something needs to be said about his previous religious 
experiences and his contacts with religious learning.40 His academic 
training at Padua had been primarily in Aristotelian philosophy, he him- 
self subscribing to a Thomistic interpretation. Around 1509 Contarini, 
together with his friends Tomaso Giustiniani and Vincenzo Querini, had 
frequented the Camaldolese house of S. Michele in Isola, Venice. 
Together with the Benedictines of the S. Giustina Congregation, the 
Camaldolese would seem to have been the order that played the most 
crucial role in the development of sacred studies in Italy in the fifteenth 
and early sixteenth ~enturies.~'  Giustiniani and Querini entered the order 
as Fra Paolo and Fra Pietro in 1510-11. Subsequently they led a 
movement towards a strict eremetical observance within the order and in 
15 16, on the occasion of the Lateran Council they were to present a 

s9 First published in G. Contarini, Opera, Paris 1571, and subsequently in the Venice 
1578 and ;579  eds. of the Opera. citatidns will here be taken from t i e  ~ a h s  157 I ed. The 
latter was edited by Gasparo's nephew Alvise, then Venetian ambassador in Paris. This 
and subsequent editions contain certain emendations of the early MSS., evidently 
imposed by ecclesiastical censors; see G. Fragnito, 'Cultura umanistica e riforma 
religiosa; il "De oficio viri boni ac probi episcopi" di Gasparo Contarini', Studi 
Veneziani, xi ( I  9691, 75-190; on the textual problems see esp. 76-80. Dr. Fragnito is due to 
publish a critical text of the work. 

*O On Contarini's life see : F. Dittrich, Gasparo Contarini (1483-1 5 42),  Braunsberg I 885 ; 
H .  Jedin, 'Ein Turrnerlebnis des Jungen Contarini', Historirches Jahrbuch, 70 (19511, 115- 
3 0 ;  idem., 'Contarini und Camaldoli', Archiuio Italianoper la Storia della Pieta, ii (19591, 51- 
118 (for the documentation of Contarini's Turmerlebnis); F. Gilbert, 'Religion and Politics 
in the Thought of Gasparo Contarini', in T. K. Rabb and J. Seigel (eds.), Action and 
Conviction in Early Modem Europe, Princeton 1969, 90-1 16; Fragnito, loc. cit.; J .  B. Ross 
'Gasparo Contarini and his Friends', Studies in the Renaissance, xvii ( 19701, 192-232; idem., 
'The Emergence of Gasparo Contarini', Church History, 4 I ( 1  9721, 2 1-45. 

4 1  See P. Vittorio Meneghin, S. Michele in Isola di Venezia, i, Venice 1961, esp. cap. v; cf. 
J .  Schnitzer, Peter Delfin (1444-15251 General des Camaldulenserordens, Munich 1926. 
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famous reform memorandum: the Libellus ad Leonem X.42 AS a result of 
Giustiniani's pressures upon him to join the order, Contarini had a 
spiritual crisis, a veritable Turmerlebnis, early in 15 1 1. Convinced of his 
own incapacity for the monastic life, Contarini, early in 1512, was also 
confessing to his limitations when faced with religious literature, 
admittedly after an attack of quartain: 'I had begun to read St. Matthew's 
Gospel and something of St. Gregory and St. Augustine when I felt rise in 
me as a result of this reading, certain fears, vain and foolish ones it is 
true. . . I asked His Divine Majesty to free me from this anguish and 
direct me to that way which he had marked for me. In the end, it seems to 
me that, as if I am not worthy of such heights, he has given me a spiritual 
propensity of lowly inclination and that for the time being I must content 
myself with such ethics as the philosophers have perceived with natural 
light (which is still indeed a great gift of God) and that I must be satisfied 
with those lowly speculations of the philosophers and theologians which 
merely instruct, that is to say St. Thomas. In my weakness I cannot sustain 
those other writings of theologians who always turn to mystical 
interpretation of Scripture or who counsel a way of life and a spiritual 
affection to which I cannot raise myself'.43 

The De officio episcopi, which was dedicated to the newly appointed 
bishop-elect of Bergamo, Pietro Lippomano, must have been written in 
1517, five years after the letter just cited. Where in the dedication he 
spoke of himself as 'conscious that my knowledge of divinity is small' 
(conscius christianae disciplinae eruditionem in me exiguam esse) this was 
probably a realistic appraisal of his capabilities. He continued: 'I have 
worked to combine together precepts from moral philosophy and, what 
is more important, precepts of Christian divinity (tum maxime ex christiana 
di~ciplinapraecepta)'.~~ The latter phrase is ambiguous and in point of fact 
it was moral philosophy that provided the main erudite element in the 
treatise; its original title was in fact very pertinent to its content. Apart 
from the clearly Thomist structure of the opening definition of the 
bishop's directive function, the treatise owes little to theology and, 
furthermore, it makes little use of patristic sources. Significantly, more- 
over, Contarini confessed in his dedication to Lippomano that he had 
been unable to write a planned third section of the treatise based upon 
the lives of holy bishops in the early although he must certainly 
have utilised at least one such source, either Possidius's Life of St. 
Augustine or a very similar On the other hand, the fruits of 
Contarini's contacts with the Camaldolese milieu can perhaps be seen in 

42 Printed in J .  Mittarelli and M. Costadoni, Annales Camaldulenses, ix, Venice 1 7  73 ,  612- 
719;  cf. F .  Gilbert, 'Cristianesimo, umanesimo e la Bolla "Apostolici Regiminis" del 
i j 13', Rivista Storica Italians, lxxix ( 1967), 983-90. 

Jedin, 'Contarini und Camaldoli', 7 7-8. 
44 Fragnito, loc. cit., 18 5-6. 
45 Ibid., 186. 

See below, nn. 50 ,  52 ,  53 ,  59 .  
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his call for a theologically learned episcopate and an informed body of 
clergy, in his demand that ecclesiastics should be versed in the Bible and 
in Christian literature before the pagan classics; there are close parallels 
here to the demands made by Giustiniani and Querini in the Libellus ad 
Leonum X which do themselves in turn echo points made by the great 
General of the Camaldolese Order, Giovanni Delfin (also a Venetian 
noble), some decades earlier.47 

The treatise opens on essentially Thomistic lines. Men can obtain 
neither temporal nor eternal felicity except in a community. Kings and 
bishops preside over peoples in order, respectively, to guide them to 
these ends. Just as the end to which he directs men is higher, so is the 
bishop's dignity greatly superior to that of a prince and, therefore, 
greater perfection of soul is required of him.48 The bishop, furthermore, 
stands (medius est) between divine spirits and man; hence he must 
participate in both angelic and human natures. (This assertion has a 
Dionysian ring.) Contarini proceeds to discuss the education of the 
bishop. This section, in fact, owes nothing to humanist educational 
theory but is built round a highly scholastic theme of the moral (i.e. 
natural) virtues and the powers of the soul. The moral virtues form the 
first tier of the edifice which is completed by the theological virtues: 
'since the bishop in a certain measure surpasses man, it has been our 
method to form our bishop completely from the swathing bands, so that 
first we made the man whom we were later to make the bishop'. (This 
passage recalls the original title of the work.) Contarini is here again 
highly scholastic in his two-tier nature-grace construction: the preemi- 
nent theological virtue of charity gives the quality of life to actions which 
are intrinsically good. The divine virtues, Contarini proceeds, must be in 
a bishop so that they can emanate from him to the entire city. 

The bishop, of course, must not only have faith but must also ardently 
pursue the study of theology. First of all he must be familiar with the Old 
and New Testaments and must relate all other studies to the knowledge of 
these. It is not a cause of shame if a bishop or  a priest does not know 
Virgil, but it is, indeed, a disgrace if he has never read the whole Gospel, 
has not imbibed the spirit of Scripture and has not studied the mysteries 
of the Christian faith.49 In developing the theme of charity and the 
bishop's prime duty to love God above all things, Contarini moves into 
an attack on non-residence, before briefly referring to his responsibility 

*' Cf. below, n. 49. On Delfin, see Schnitzer, op. cit., 44-51. 
" Cf. St. Thomas Aquinas, De regtmine principum, Bk. i, caps. i, xiv, xv; see Selected 

Political Writings, ed. A. P .  D'Entreves, Oxford 1954, 2-9, 73-83. Contarini did not 
apparently make use of St. Thomas's classic treatment of the episcopal ofice in De 
pegectione vitae spiritualis, caps. xvi, xvii, xxiii, xxiv. This, making extensive use of the 
pseudo-Dionysius, asserted that the episcopal ofice was more 'perfect' than the state of 

. . .  
protessed religious. 

Cf. Annales Camaldulenses, ix, col. 67 7; N.B. also Gilbert, 'Cristianesimo, umanesimo', 
983-6. 
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for the education of the clergy, for the good order of nunneries and for 
the well-being of the poor. Here at the end of the first book, Contarini 
has touched upon the standard trope of the exercise of the episcopal 
office being an act of love for Christ and here he cites two Biblical loci 
which are standard references in treatises on the oflcium episcopi: Moses 
begged to be deleted from the book of life for the sake of the Israelites; 
Paul wished to be anathema for the sake of his brethren. These stand out 
as being almost the first scriptural citations in the treatises. There is a 
brief reference to the Dionysian doctrine of charity received as a gift in 
ecstatic rapture and then diffused to other creatures. Altogether, the first 
book of the De Oftjicio episcopi is academic in the worst sense, unoriginal and 
uninspiring. It was most surely the concrete programme of action 
enunciated in the second book that gave the treatise its reputation. 

The first book was essentially about the character of the bishop. The 
second concerns his functions. After a further discussion of the 
relationship between grace and nature, Contarini moves to the theology 
of the sacraments and hence to the ecclesiastical hierarchy and the 
episcopal office. Contarini lays down for the bishop and his household a 
daily rule of life. What is first required of the bishop, together with the 
habitus animi previously discussed, is devotion to divine worship. He 
should recite the divine office and have an orarium of prayer. To begin 
with, he should devote the dawn hours to silent meditation which 
illuminates the mind and inflames the heart with divine love. The effects 
of this divine illustratio cannot be explained and, indeed, it is precisely an 
effect of the divine radiance to understand that the explanation lies 
beyond human powers. It is among its gifts that it keeps the mind 
humble, knowing how far the divine mysteries are beyond its grasp. In 
the words of Scripture: 'he who contemplates majesty is overawed by its 
glory'. Contarini's attitude towards the contemplative life is ambiguous, 
for he immediately goes on to say: 'I would not wish him to remain in 
contemplation of this kind to satiety (ad satietatem): ex qua plerumque 

fastidium ac torpor animi solet oriri'. By fastidium, Contarini could mean 
either aversion, unease or scrupulosity; by torpor he probably means 
inertia. What Contarini is perhaps saying is not that an excess of mystical 
contemplation draws men away from action, but rather that meditation 
upon man's nothingness before the divine majesty taken beyond a certain 
point can lead to a self-doubt that paralyses. At all events, Contarini did 
not explore in any depth the tradition which saw an intimate connexion 
between the pastoral office and the life of contemplation-he dealt with 
the matter with brevity-and he further manifested a certain unease 
regarding the contemplative ideal. As for those who feel themselves 
incapable of such prayer, Contarini says, he would not wish them to strive 
against nature invita Minerva but, instead, to devote the morning hour of 
contemplation to the study of sacred letters; he should in no way indulge 
in 'superstitious studies' (impudica studia) such as magic and divination. 
The bishop should celebrate Mass daily and here Contarini cites the 
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example of Barozzi. The bishop should then make himself available to 
men at large for consultation and for the settlement of legal disputes;50 
Contarini criticises the delegation of this function to vicars and thereby 
dissents, whether knowingly o r  not, from the position of St. Bernard.51 
After the transaction of business, the bishop should attend Sext and 
None. At table there should be no e x t r a v a g a n ~ e ~ ~  and no unseemly 
behaviour, although Contarini would allow music provided it is 'solida, 
constansque' and not such as would arouse lascivious or  effeminate feelings 
or  aggressive emotions. After his meal, the bishop may relax in the 
company of good and learned men. The day should end with studies and 
with the evening offices of the Church. There may be variations in the 
rule and Contarini does not exclude country pursuits when out of town. 
As for his household C familia), he should take a personal interest in the 
moral and spiritual welfare of its members, with special regard for their 
religious o b ~ e r v a n c e ; ~ ~  he cited the case of Barozzi's care for his sick 
familiat-i.54 

Contarini now turns to the diocese, dealing with its categories of 
person in a kind of hierarchical order. Men concern the bishop in the 
first instance (women are naturally subject to these and they serve as 
intermediaries between the bishop and women), while in the male 
category, clergy are naturally the bishop's primary responsibility, the 
secular clergy most directly. Great care must be taken over admission to 
Holy Orders; criminous clerks are not to be protected. The bishop must 
take care of the education of the younger clergy; this should not be 
directed towards humanities any more than is necessary, but towards 
theology and the latter should be, Contarini insists in words that echo 
Giustiniani and Querini, 'not that contentious and acrimonious theology 
that puffs up souls and is more prejudicial than profitable but the 
disciplines of the ancient theologians and also the Canon Law (iure 
ponttfico) which goes with that theology'.55 Contarini speaks deprecatingly 
of 'that contentious law which concerns priestly rights and litigation and 
which was ingeniously invented by various adulators of popes56 and 
clergy'; this is to be rejected in so far as concerns 'those passages in which 
the jurisconsults of our age differ from the early theologians'. Above all 
other things, however, the study of Scripture takes preference; this crowns 
all clerical studies (absolutionem imponat). The bishop must pay particular 

50 Cf. Possidius, Vita S. Augustini, xix 1-5. 

51  St. Bernard, De consideratione, Bk. i, cap. vi. 
52 Cf. Possidius, Vita S .  Augustini, xxii 2-4. 

53 Cf. Ibid., xv. 
54 Dr. Fragnito, however, notes that Barozzi's was an unusual case because he had 

medical interests; loc. cit., 16 1 .  

55 Cf. Annales Camuldulense~, ix, cols. 676, 678. 
56 'Pont$cum' in the original MS. was omitted in the Paris edition; see Fragnito, loc. 

cit., 164 and n. The remarks made by Giustiniani and Querini in their call for a reform of 
Canon Law studies were more ambiguous and less pointed: Annales Camaldulenses, ix, 
col. 678. 
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attention to those clergy exercising the cure of souls; these, since they 
administer the sacrament of penance, can be called 'junior bishops'. 
What Contarini has said goes for the countryside as well as the town; he 
would not allow even a rustic priest to be completely ignorant of letters. 

Contarini turns to discuss the bishop's duties towards his flock. He 
should take part in major religious functions on  feast-days, celebrate 
High Mass, attend Vespers, administer Confirmation. He  should preach, 
a function usurped by members of religious orders because of the 
idleness of bishops; 'this burden or  rather honour of teaching the people 
is particularly the bishop's own'. Here Contarini anticipates the Council 
of Trent's definition of preaching as the bishop's praecipuum munus, a 
definition that lay so much at the heart of reform thought in the 
Tridentine era. Close upon this duty, for Contarini, came that of making 
laws for the people. Here a primary obligation has to combat irreligion 
and impiety on  the one hand, superstition on  the other. Examples of 
impiety were divination, magic and astrology. One form of irreligion was 
'a certain mode of philosophising which has been introduced into the 
universities in our time'. Presumably Contarini here had in mind 
heterodox neo-Artistotelian doctrines relating to the immortality of the 
soul and to the eternity of the world; these had found especially 
distinguished exponents in Padua, most notably Nifo and Pomponazzi. 
Such doctrines had been condemned by an edict of Pietro Barozzi as 
bishop of Padua in 1489 and Contarini and himself entered the lists with 
a courteous enough refutation of P~mponazzi.~ '  Contarini does not give 
specific examples of superstition, i.e. 'excess of religion', but he says that 
where it is a matter of invocations of saints o r  veneration of relics and 
images of God and the virgin Mary it is to be ensured that the people be 
led to the worship of thk one true God by stages. In curtailing abuses in 
this area the bishop should not take precipitate action which might cause 
general loss of faith. Again, the bishop must exercise oversight over the 
education of youth lest it be corrupted by the reading of pagan authors. 
Contarini's demands for stern action against magic, astrology and 
deviant forms of popular religious devotion, as well as for a remedy to 
the dangerous influence of the classics are very similar to those made by 
Giustiniani and Querini in the Libel l~s .~~ 

As for the female category of the bishop's flock, he has to ensure the 
good order of nunneries. With regard to lay women, there is one 
particular preoccupation: immoderate and immodest fashions may 
corrupt youth. Women and children should be kept away from spectacles 

5' Fragnito, loc. cit., 167-8 n.; E. Gilson, 'L'affaire de l'immortalite de l'gme a Venise', 
in'~manesimo europeo e umanesimo veneziano, ed. V. Branca, Florence 1963. There had been a 
general condemnation of debates on the immortality of the soul, probably not specifically 
directed at  the Paduan school, in the papal bull Apostolici regiminis sollicitudo of 1513, whose 
drafting may well have been influenced by Giustiniani and Querini: see Gilbert, 
'~ristiaiesimo, umanesimo'. 

5s Annales Camaldulenses, ix, cols 677, 680, 683-8. 
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and plays, which Contarini describes as a 'pestilential disease'. The 
bishop has responsibility for widows and orphans, as indeed for charity 
in general. 

The revenues of a see are not a payment to the bishop for his services 
but are the fruit of pious gifts and bequests left, first, for the support of 
divine worship and, secondly, for aiding the poor; in case of need, the 
resources destined for the former may be directed to the latter. It is 
wrong for the bishop to expend these revenues in magnificence. It is here 
that Contarini cites the case of Barozzi who used his revenues to aid the 
poor of Padua rather than his Venetian relatives.59 Among the poor, 
worthy ones are to be given preference, although even scoundrels are not 
to be neglected in extreme need. Above all, preference is to be given to 
persons of gentle birth (nobili genere orti) to whom poverty is a cause of 
shame and who cannot exercise mercenary trades without loss of status 
(ca lumnia) ;  these will not beg alms and they must be aided without their 
asking. Here it should be said that Contarini was not expressing simply a 
personal aristocratic prejudice but rather a widespread preoccupation 
shared by many pious persons actively engaged in charitable work. One 
of the main 'works' of the Oratories of Divine Love that spread over Italy 
in the late fifteeenth and early sixteenth centuries was the care for the 
poveri vergognosi (shamefaced poor), i.e. distressed gentlefolk or persons of 
a certain status who would be ashamed to beg and who had to be sought 
out and aided by secret charity.'jO At the same time, Contarini expressed 
another pre-ocupation of his age in insisting that charity must not be 
dispensed in such a way as to encourage idleness. Finally, Contarini says 
that just as a bishop must be generous in dispensing the episcopal wealth, 
he should not be grasping in exacting his revenues. 

Only in the occasional passage does Contarini reveal what might be 
regarded as a lay statesman's preoccupations. His attack on canon lawyers 
has already been noted and it is also worth noting that at no point does he 
derive the bishop's duties from the prescriptions of Canon Law.6' 
Furthermore he maintained a guarded position on the issue of criminous 
clerks. The bishop must not be a protector of criminals. Unless a 
convicted clerk has observed all his obligations as a person in orders as 
regards his way of life, service of divine cult and dress, he should be 
handed over to the secular arm for punishment. Where there is an 
impediment to such a transfer, the bishop should use all severity in 
punishing a culprit. 

Taken as a whole, this is not specifically a layman's treatise. It does, on 
the other hand, obtrude among the other treatises examined here by the 
fact that it lacks the marks of any extensive ecclesiastical culture. 

59 Cf. Possidius, Vita S. Augustini, xxi. 7. 
60 P. Paschini, 'Le compagnie del Divino Amore e la beneficenza pubblica nei primi 

decenni del Cinquecento', in Tre ricerche sulla storia della chiesa nel Cinquecento, Rome 1945. 
6 1  Fragnito, loc. cit., 1 7 8  
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Contarini's knowledge of religious literature would seem to have been 
quite limited at this stage and he could barely attempt to relate discussion 
of the pastoral office to any wider theological framework. The young 
Contarini's theological expertise was primarily, it seems, in Thomism and 
had to a significant degree developed out of his philosophical studies (it is 
worth noting that in his theology of justification the move from a 
primarily Thomist system to a more Augustinian one was to be gradual).'j2 
In the D e  officio episcopi, Contarini does not build his arguments around 
scriptural citations, by no means a straightforward task, let it be said; this 
indicates that Contarini lacked not scriptural knowledge as such but 
rather certain skills of literary construction, notably an ability to extend 
arguments from loci and to weave them together, a procedure essentially 
alien to his compartmentalised mode of thinking. Again, there is little 
evidence of the use of patristic sources. Here it is particularly relevant to 
note that Contarini simply sets out the bishop's duties and does not study 
the exercise of the pastoral office as an art which has to take account of 
human physchology and the different natures of men. Although the 
relevant published sources were widely diffused in his time, Contarini's 
treatise in no way expresses that anguish, that was given classic form by 
Gregory Nazianzus, Chrysostom and Gregory the Great, in the face of the 
extreme complexities of a pastor's responsibilities. Again, Contarini's 
treatise, by contrast with Lorenzo Giustiniani's, has relatively little to say 
on the relationship between the pastor's exercise of his duties and his 
personal spiritual life; evidently Contarini himself recognised that 
mysticism was beyond his own grasp. Yet if Contarini's famous treatise 
was, by comparison with Giustiniani's little-known masterpiece, a 
mundane piece of work, it spoke clearly enough to men of a standard 
humanist culture. While it is not absolutely certain that it was in fact a 
major influence upon Gian Matteo Giberti's famous programme of 
diocesan action in Verona, the fact remains that it spoke in a language 
that a hard-headed yet dutiful ex-curialist like Giberti could understand. 
Even at this level, however, there are notable omissions : Contarini makes 
no mention of diocesan synods and visitations which were ancient 
institutions and which were to be key instruments of the sixteenth- 
century diocesan reform movement.63 At the same time it would be a 
mistake to expect in a polished literary treatise of this kind quite the 
degree of concreteness and detail that one finds in Gerson's sermon Bonus  
pastor delivered to the Council of Rheims, with which Contarini's book 
can indeed be meaningfully compared. 

If Gasparo Contarini, who eventually became a cleric and was elevated 
to the cardinalate in 1534, was the outstanding Venetian churchman of 
the first half of the sixteenth century, in the post-tridentine era and doyen 
of the Venetian episcopate was Agostino Valier, bishop of Verona from 

H. Ruckert, Die theologtsche Entwicklung Gasparo Contaiini, Bonn 1926. 
Fragnito, loc. cit., 180. 
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1565 to 1606. He was one of a group of prelates particularly closely 
associated with St. Carlo Borromeo (although Borromeo was not in fact 
his metropolitan), having known him from the time that St. Carlo was 
papal nephew and Agostino himself was in Rome with his uncle, cardinal 
Bernardo N a ~ a g e r o . ~ ~  Valier visited Milan some six times when St. Carlo 
was archbishop and observed his work there. St. Carlo, who would press 
his learned friends to write the books that he thought needed writing, got 
Valier to produce a treatise on ecclesiastical rhetoric which was to emerge 
as, perhaps, the most prestigious work on the subject to be written in 
Counter-Reformation Italy.'j5 Valier was, in fact, one of the most 
distinguished intellectuals in the Italian Church of his day, with a large 
production of treatises and highly-worked epistles to his score, although 
only a small part of his literary production was published during his life- 
time. In his youth, before he took orders, he was a philosophy teacher in 
the School of Rialto at Venice, evidently subscribing to a Thomist 
position.66 When an ecclesiastic, he always strongly urged upon 
churchmen and indeed upon his lay friends the study of the Bible and the 
Fathers, both the major Latin ones and, among the Greeks, Basil, 
Chrysostom and Gregory Nazian~us.~' As a ruler of his diocese, Valier 
seems to have been a model post-Tridentine pastor, systematic and some- 
what au th~r i t a r i an .~~  The papacy entrusted him with the function of 
apostolic visitor of the Dalmatian dioceses as well as the diocese of 
Venice. 

Of those treatises by ~a l i ec tha t  belong to the genre we are studying 
those that were originally destined for publication were the Episcopus, 
written at Carlo Borromeo's bequest, and the Vita Caroli Borromei. Of 
considerably greater interest, however, is an epistle not published in 
Valier's lifetime: the De cauta imitatione sanctorum episcoporum, dedicated to 
Federigo Borromeo, St. Carlo's nephew and his successor as archbishop 
of Milan. The treatise Cardinalis does not particularly concern us here, 
since Valier considers the cardinal primarily in his function as adviser to 
the pope, although it should be noted that it is in this work that Valier 
outlines his notions of ecclesiastical hierarchy.'j9 

64 A. Valier, De cautione adhibenda in edendis libris ad Siluium Antonianum, Padua I 7 19,  2 2 ,  

2 7 ; Vita C. Borromei (cf. below, n. 69) 32. 
De cautione adhibenda, 2 7 ; Vita C. Borromei, I g. The work in question was De rhetorica 

eccleslastica libri I I I ,  Verona 1574 and subsequent eds. 
De cautione adhibenda, 10-21 passim; De recta philosophandi ratione libri duo, Verona 

1577. 
See De rhetorica ecclesiastics, 1582 ed., 232, 280, 282 ; Memonale a Luigt Contarini sopra gli 

studi ad un Senatore ueneziano conuenienti, ed. G. Morelli, Venice I 803, 42-3, 46-7. 
F. Masotto, Agostino Valerio Vescouo di Verona e la sua attuazione dei decreti del Concilio di 

Trento, (Tesi di Laurea), Milan, 1936-7. 
69 Episcopus, Milan 1575, subsequently printed together with Cardinalis and Vita Caroli 

Card. Borromei, Verona 1586, 1602, 1604, Venice 1589. Citations here are from the 1602 
ed. of the three treatises. The De cauta imitatione sanctorum episcoporum was first printed in A. 
Mai (ed.), Spicilegium Romanum, viii, Rome 1839. 
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Shortly after the notorious attempt on his life in 1569 St. Carlo had 
asked Valier to delineate a bishop as he ought to be, 'uiuis potius coloribus' 
with citations from St. Paul relating to the pastoral office. Valier regarded 
the Episcopus as his best work.1° This brief treatise is not, however, of 
particular interest to the historian. Suffice it to say that it attempts to 
delineate a spiritual ideal based upon the model of Christ as princeps 
pastorum and upon the precepts and the example of unflagging zeal 
offered by St. Paul. Valier's application of the traditional mope of the 
pastor as physician is upon severe lines. The art of medicine consists of 
adding what islacking and removing what is in excess: the spiritual 
physician may cure the soul by prescription of a certain regimen and of 
fasting, or by purgation, i.e. penance; he may use the knife to cut off 
members which might contaminate others. Valier does not here develop 
the trope so as to stress the need for mildness and tact. 

The Vita Caroli Borromei seems to have been written as it were as an 
appendix to the Episcopus and the Cardinalis (this was the second life of St. 
Carlo to be written). In the opening paragraph it was made clear that 
Borromeo was being held up as an example, an example primarily it 
seems of asceticism and the pastoral virtues : Valier mentions in the first 
instance St. Carlo's contempt for external things, his bodily self- 
mortification, his indifference to death, his charity towards the poor, his 
preaching nourished by meditation and prayer, his outstanding art of 
feeding souls and his conscientiousness in synods. Although the Vita 
Borromei does, indeed, take the form of a biography, dealing with the 
events of Borromeo's life and with his personal spirituality, it seems 
reasonable to regard it as a contribution to the genre of treatises on the 
pastoral office to an even greater degree than Ludovico Beccadelli's Lives 
of Cosimo Gherio, Gasparo Contarini and Reginald Pole, whose 
significance Mons. Jedin has highlighted." Having described St. Carlo's 
life as a papal nephew in Rome, Valier turns to his assumption of an 
active diocesan role in Milan following the Council of Trent. After 
mentioning his study of Giberti's methods in Verona and his appoint- 
ment of Ormanetto, Giberti's old vicar general, as vicar general of Milan, 
one of the first points Valier draws attention to is Borromeo's annual 
convocation of diocesan synods and triennial convocation of provincial 
ones. Diocesan synods were, it should be said, a major instrument of 
disciplinary reform in the post-Tridentine Church, and Borromeo's 
synodal legislation was a key model for other bishops in Italy and France. 
Again Valier points to Borromeo's personal preaching and his urging of 
other bishops to preach, citing the Tridentine definition of teaching as 
the bishop's praecipuum munus. He mentions Borromeo's daily exposition 
of the New Testament. Borromeo's defence of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, 
Valier knew, was a contentious issue and, as we shall see shortly, he had 

'O De cautione adhibenda, 2 9 .  

" Jedin, Doj Bischofsideal, 91-4. 
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his own reservations on the matter. Here he refers to the criticisms 
that were made at the time and to the anxieties that were caused to Pius v 
when Borromeo risked offending Philip i i  by the exercise of spiritual 
censures against Crown servants, while assuring the reader that he 
constantly had the glory of God in mind and never in fact acted without 
consultation with the pope. Valier naturally mentions Borromeo's 
pastoral visitations of parishes; his assiduousness in visiting even remote 
parts of his diocese was proverbial. Valier refers to a 'certain laudable 
severity' in enforcement of ecclesiastical discipline, especially as applied 
to his canons, who were held down to the service of the cathedral. Valier 
makes special mention of the provision of pious musical entertainments 
'to keep the people from madness on days of popular licence' (baccanalibus 
diebus praeclarissimam invenerit rationem qua populus desineret insaniae), 
presumably, that is, on Shrove Tuesday; many Counter-Reformation 
pastors in Italy and France were, it should be said, very worried about 
popular licence in public frolics and the Jesuits and Oratorians were 
especially inventive in devising appropriate pious distractions. 

Other outstanding features of St. Carlo's diocesan regime as described 
by Agostino Valier were his patronage of catechism classes, his personal 
preoccupation with the diocesan seminaries and his encouragement of 
charitable work for abandoned children, for maidens and for loose 
women intending to reform their way of life. He mentions that Borromeo 
in his testament made large bequests to the poor of Milan, leaving 
nothing to relatives whom he knew were well off. Valier depicts 
Borromeo not merely as a great pastor but also as a man of prayer and 
sacred learning. Reference is made to his ascetic practices and Valier has 
much to say of his contempt for death and constant meditation upon it; it 
is within this particular context that Valier refers to Borromeo's work 
during the 1575 plague. The way in which St. Carlo's personal spiritual 
life and his pastoral role may have been related is not explicitly 
investigated, but the general impression that Valier's biography conveys 
is one of prayer, asceticism and meditation upon death expressing them- 
selves outwardly in self-sacrifice. It should be said, however, that the 
ascetic image of Borromeo is not here developed beyond a certain point, 
the stress being upon his meditation of death rather than upon his bodily 
austerities. 

Valier knew well that Borromeo's rigid defence of ecclesiastical 
jurisdiction in his apostolic visitations of Bergamo and Brescia had led to 
brushes with the government of the Serene Republic to which Valier 
himself was devoted.12 In  point of fact when, in 1581, the Signoria had 
made dificultiest about allowing an apostolic visitation in the diocese of 
Venice, largely because it wanted the apostolic visitors to keep out of 
certain reserved areas, it was evidently part of the deal by which it agreed 

'* G. Soranzo, 'Rapporti di S. Carlo con Ia Repubblica veneta', Archivio Veneto, Ser. v, n. 
xxvii t i g40), 1-40. 
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to accept the visitation that Valier was appointed as visitor alongside the 
nuncio. In the event, the visitors kept clear of reserved areas and did not 
ask too many awkward questions in the examination of the clergy; Valier 
himself refrained from open pronouncements about the unsatisfactory 
nature of the clergy and the lack of energy of the patr iar~h. '~  All of this 
goes to show that Valier, albeit a disciplinarian, had a sense of 
diplomacy when it came to Church-State relations and knew when to 
blunt the cutting edge of reforming zeal. For this and for other reasons he 
had certain reservations about taking Borromeo as a model and these he 
expressed in his epistle De cauta imitatione sanctorum episcopor~rn~~ privately 
addressed to Federigo Borromeo, archbishop of Milan 1595-1 63 1 ,  who 
was probably the most favoured person among his circle of correspon- 
dents. Here he committed himself to judgements which he would 
obviously not have been willing to express in a published work. It is 
worth noting that somewhat similar reservations about Borromeo's 
excesses of zeal were expressed by the other Venetian bishop who was 
especially closely connected with St. Carlo, Domenico Bollani bishop of 
Brescia, in a letter to his vicar general; Bollani, it mxy be said was a 
former statesman with a wealth of practical e~perience.'~ 

At the beginning of the Epistle, Valier expresses the fear that Federigo, 
an assiduous pastor and an admirer of Sr. Carlo, will wear himself out 
and, being of delicate health, drive himself to an early demise. Carlo is 
not to be imitated in everything: even saints, indeed, are not always to be 
imitated. Characters of people differ, times differ; the same methods are 
not always to be employed. There is one art for restoring discipline which 
has broken down, another art for preserving and cultivating it. There was 
one way of governing a diocese before provincial councils had been 
convoked, but different procedures apply now that their regulations have 
passed into practice. Valier then proceeds to show how, by his 
convocation of synods early in his episcopate, Carlo had prepared the 
way for other bishops. He proceeds to cite, further, as examples for 
imitation the other aspects of Carlo's diocesan ministry already described 
in the Vita: his preaching to the people and exhortation thereto directed 
towards other bishops, his visits to catechism classes, his institution of 
sanctified popular diversions, his assiduous prayer. The Holy Spirit, 
however, gives manifold inspirations and there are different ways to 
heaven; not all things that are rightly done by the saints should be done 

On the negociations, see letters of the Nuncios Bolognetti and Campeggio between 
10 September 1580 and 22 July 1581, passim, in Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Nunziatura di 
Veneziafilza 21 fol. 467ff. and ibid., filza 22 up to fol. 31; Archivio di Stato, Venice, S a a t o  
R o m  Reg. 4 fol. 140" to ibid., Reg. 5 fol. 4', dates between 12 November 1580 and 16 
March 1581 ; Biblioteca del Museo Correr, Venice, Diarii Michiel, i ,  fols. 90-3, 97-8, 1 1  7- 
18. The records of the visitations of the cathederal and of the parish churches are in Archi- 
vio della Curia Patriarcale, Venice, Visita Apostolica 158 1 ; Valier's comments on the clergy 
are in A.S.Vat. Nunziatura di Venezia, 22 fol. 22 7: letter of 2 1 August 1581. 
" Cf. above, n.68. 

Christopher Cairns, Domenico Bollani Bishop of Brescia etc., Niewkoop 1976, 184 n.56. 
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by everybody. Who would dare to imitate Carlo's perpetual labours, his 
vigils and fasting? Valier then takes up the patristic trope comparing the 
pastoral art to the practice of medicine, here developing precisely those 
extensions of the trope that he had ignored in the Episcopus. Medicine 
must be adjusted to the needs of the patient; strong medicine may kill 
weak patients. Spiritual medicine, always a difficult art, is all the more so 
in these trying times. Indulgence, certainly, can cause weakness in a body, 
but the bishop must remember that he is father as well as physician and 
this title implies gentleness and mildness. The extreme rigor employed at 
the beginning of Carlo's episcopate when Ormanetto was vicar general is 
not now necessary. (Ormanetto was a true Counter-Reformatory 
disciplinarian and Valier would doubtless have known about the troubles 
he caused for himself with his flock and with the Venetian government 
while he was bishop of P a d ~ a . ) ' ~  Federigo should see that the decrees of 
provincial and diocesan synods are observed; harsh exemplary punish- 
ments are not called for. It will not be necessary, Valier thinks, for 
Federigo to take action against persons threatening the integrity of 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction or to use the arms which Carlo used 'wisely and 
forcefully', since the piety of the Catholic king and his determination to 
preserve the Faith and the authority of the Holy See are well known. In 
case of controversy, the rules are: ne quid nimis and festina lente. The 
priorities are to protect the people from heresy; to ensure that the city is 
not corrupted by fornicators and adulterers; to protect the poor from 
abuse by the rich; to prevent the clergy menially serving the laity; to 
preserve the rule of chastity in nunneries; to ensure that the people are 
instructed by learned and orthodox preachers. For the sake of those 
principles even blood may be shed. If there is necessity for the use of 
ecclesiastical arms and censures, it is advisable to inform the pope first, as 
Carlo did. Over-zealous persons are to be tactfully restrained; it is only 
too easy to cause civil disturbance and where conflict between bishop and 
city government once arises, it is difficult to put an end to dispute. As for 
his own person, Federigo should avoid extreme bodily mortifications; 
weakness of body should not impede the exercise of charity in 
journeyings and functions and charity is a greater virtue than penance. 
Bishops should not withdraw themselves from the common life of men. 
They should be hospitable; it is recalled how St. Ambrose received St. 
Augustine episcopaliter, which Valier thinks must mean with sobriety and 
measure and with the accompaniment of sacred readings: thus Valier 
himself once saw three cardinals entertained by St. Carlo 'episcopaliter'. 
Valier tries to define 'imitation'. He who imitates Christ tries to show his 
mildness, humility, charity and patience. In imitating holy bishops, we 
must not attempt too much, lest we fail. We must remember that times 
differ and so do the mores of peoples and the dispositions of princes. As St. 

76 P. Preto, 'Un aspetto della riforma cattolica nel Veneto. L' episcopato padovano di 
Niccolo Ormanetto', Studi Veneziani, xi (1969), 325-63. 
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Gregory explained in the Patoralis cura, some evils have to be overlooked 
and tolerated lest worse befall; sometimes harsh reprimand is appropri- 
ate, sometimes gentle persuasion. Valier's general rule is that he who has 
charity sufficiently imitates holy bishops. 

It is worth noting Valier's citations and recommendations regarding 
reading matter. At the beginning of the treatise he commiserates with 
Federigo on being elevated to such heavy responsibilities, recalling how 
St. Bernard commiserated with Eugenius 111. He regards it as superfluous 
to write a treatise on the good pastor. Federigo has read St. Gregory 
Nazianzus's Apology on Flight, Chrysostom's On the Priesthood, Gregory the 
Great's Pastorialis cura and St. Ambrose (presumably the De 
sacerdotio)-precisely the texts cited by Monsignor Jedin as the most 
widely diffused treatises in the sixteenth century. Valier also mentions 
Augustine and Prosper in his list. He further recommends the Stimulus 
pastorum of Bartolomeo dos Martires, the Dominican and archbishop 
of Braga. Bartolomeo had in fact been at Trent and had won the high 
esteem of St. Carlo. The Stimulus is recognised as being a major text in the 
genre of the ojjcium episcopi, although it is not at all an original work: it is 
essentially a compendium of references taken from the Fathers and the 
medieval Doctors, with a particularly heavy emphasis on St. Bernard.77 As 
general reading he particularly recommended the Sententiae of St. 
Arnbrose, Chrysostom's sermons and Biblical commentaries, the epistles 
of Sts. Paul, Basil, Gregory Nazianzus, John Chrysostom, Athanasius, 
Ambrose, Jerome and Augustine and the lives of the saints compiled by 
his fellow Venetian, Alvise Lippomano (Pietro's cousin) a former bishop 
of Verona. He did not, in fact, recommend Gasparo Contarini's work, 
although evidence from his other works suggests that he regarded him as a 
great Venetian. 78 

Valier's attitude towards taking a great bishop as a model should not 
be viewed in isolation from his evident pride in the tradition of his own 
diocese, which would seem to have been accompanied by a certain sense 
of being bound by this tradition. He did, indeed, point to St. Carlo as an 
exemplar of piety and pastoral concern but he never, for instance, held 
up his diocesan constitutions as a model for other bishops. He did, on 
the other hand, claim that at the beginning of his own episcopate he had 
proposed Giberti to himself as a model for imitation and had accepted 
his constitutions for diocesan use. These were published in Verona 
several times under Valier's aegis and both in the preface and in the 

7 7  See above, 416 n.4; cf. Jedin, Dm Bischofsideal, 102-4; Tellechea Idigoras, op. cit., 
198-115. 

E.g., De cautione adhibenda, 49. Valier, in fact, established himself as the mentor of 
Gasparo's nephew Alvise (Luigi) Contarini, son of Vicenzo, who was responsible for the 
first (the Parisian) edition of Gasparo's Opera. Valier dedicated three treatises to him, 
including the Memoriale. He knew Alvise at  least from 1574 when the latter was governor 
of Verona, if not earlier; both men, in fact, figure in Paolo Paruta's Della perfectione della 
vitapolitica, Venice 1579, the scene of which was set in Trent in 1563. 
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lengthy postscript entitled Libellus ad clerurn suurn cur constitutiones ipse 
hactenus non ediderit he explained that he had not published constitutions 
of his own partly because the Gibertian ones were there to hand.19 
Giberti, clearly, was a highly systematic diocesan administrator whose 
methods deserved examination (Valier mentioned in the Vita Borrornei 
that St. Carlo had come to Verona to gather information about them).80 
It seems clear, however, that Valier felt a special reverence for Giberti 
precisely as a distinguished predecessor in his own diocese. Here it is 
worth noting his concern to promote the study there of the Church 
Father St. Zeno who had once held the see.81 In a passage of the Libellus ad 
clerurn suurn where he referred in general terms to the thirty-five holy 
bishops who had preceded him in office, the two names he specifically 
mentioned were those of St. Zeno and Gian Matteo Giberti. Clearly for 
Valier these were the two great bishops of Verona, just as St. Ambrose 
and St. Carlo were the two great archbishops of Milan; furthermore, he 
seems to have regarded himself as the inheritor of a tradition in the 
Veronese Church. The sense of diocesan tradition is indeed a theme that 
might repay closer examination by students of the Counter-Reformation. 
This question is highlighted by Professor Prodi's great study of Valier's 
contemporary, Gabriele Paleotti, archbishop of Bologna, who quite 
clearly regarded himself as the custodian of a corpus of diocesan 
legislation handed down by his predecessors and not entitled to legislate 
himself unless new circumstances called for it.82 Paleotti, it should be 
said, was a native Bolognese and was in a certain measure applying the 
reasoning of a civilian lawyer, which he indeed was by training. Valier's 
broadly similar although less explicitly defined outlook is particularly 
noteworthy in an outsider to the diocese, he being a noble from the Citta 
dorninante to which Verona was subject politically. 

The aforementioned Libellus ad clerurn suurn contains certain valuable 
material on  the pastoral office. As a further reason why Valier has not 
published his own constitutions, he gives his own trust of the Veronese 
clergy. He does not believe that clergy can progress in the way of the Lord 
and concern themselves with the salvation of their flocks under threats of 

Constitutiones editae per Reuerendum in Christum Patrem Io. Matthaeum Gibertum Episcopum 
Veronensem . . . collectae et in unum redactae ab Illmo. ac Rdo. Augustine Valerio, Verona 157 1, 
1572 1575, 1589 The Preface begins: 'Augustinus Valerius ad clerum suum salutem'. The 
Libellus ad clerum suum, which is printed after the Gibertian constitutions, leads into 
thirteen chapters of admonitions to the Veronese clergy. The claim that he had taken 
Giberti as his model is made in the Preface and also in the De cautione adhibenda, 24-5. 

Vita Borromei, 12-1 3. 
Valier was responsible for an edition of St. Zeno's sermons published in Verona in 

1586 and the latter's name came high on the list of Church Fathers recommended to the 
little seminarians of Verona (cf. De acolytorum disciplina libn II ,  Verona 1570, 1583, Venice 
157 1, cap. xix) although St. Zeno does not normally figure among Valier's recommen- 
dations of Church Fathers directed to other audiences. 

Prodi, I1 Cardinale Gabriele Paleotti, 8-9, referring to the preface of Archiepiscopale 
Bononiense, Rome 1594. 
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punishment. The priesthood is too sublime a thing: the clergy are 
emissaries of God, they are referred to as 'angels'. This echoes the 
pseudo-Dionysius whom Valier then specifically cites to the effect that it 
is the function of priests to join men to God and to urge them to pursue 
their inheritance as sons of God.83 Valier speaks of his own lenitas and 
tolerantia towards his clergy (which alas some had abused!). People who 
talk like this, we may feel, do not deserve much credence! However, 
Valier's remarks here do, perhaps, have a definite significance. They 
suggest that he was trying to model himself on a patristic ideal of the 
bishop as physician and they would seem to echo Chrysostom's insistence 
that the pastor cannot profitably coerce those whom he has in his care.84 
Here it is worth noting also Valier's admonition, which is strongly 
Bernardine in tone, directed to the Dalmatian bishops in the course of his 
apostolic visitation that they should not act as lords over their clergy but 
as pastors.85 

Agostino Valier was a great Counter-Reformation pastor. He is of 
particular importance as an exponent of the Borromean ideal, but one 
who was capable of taking a critical stance vis-a-vis the somewhat 
disquieting figure of St. Carlo. Certain contrasts with Contarini's treatise 
suggest themselves. It would, in tact, be misleading to attempt a 
comparison based on a contra-position of 'Catholic Reform' and 
'Counter-Reformation'. Valier's treatises were no more authoritarian 
and puritanical in tone than was Contarini's; if anything they were less 
so. One obvious point of contrast, however, is the consciousness in 
Valier's treatises, quite absent in Contarini's, of the key instruments of 
diocesan action: the synod and the visitation. Valier's treatises, more- 
over, are marked by their tone of unction as well as by the familiarity with 
standard patristic and scholastic sources, as manifestations of 
ecclesiastical culture. 

The oration De optimo episcopi munere delivered in Padua in 1565 by the 
Dominican Gerolamo Vielmi, bishop of Argos (later of Capo d'Istria) 
only marginally belongs to the genre we are studying, being manifestly a 
piice d'occasion. Vielmi (ti 5821, a Venetian cittadino originario (i.e. he was not 
a noble) was evidently one of the most learned Venetian clergy of his age. 
He was primarily a Thomist, but also had a special interest in St. Basil. 
He was originally attached to the Greek province of the Dominican 
Conventuals. In 1551 he was appointed by the Venetian Senate to teach 
metaphysics in via S. Thomae at Padua and in 1554 he moved to the chair 
of theology. Some years later, he received leave of absence to accept a 
summons to Rome by Pius v and taught there in the Liceo where his 

Presumably summarising Dionysius 'the Aeropagite', Ecclesiastical Hierarchy; cf. 
Celestial Hierarchy, xii. 2 on the angelic nature of priesthood. 

Cf. above, 11.26. 
85 D. Farlati, Illyrici sacn, v, Venice 1775, 13 1-2 ff. address to the provincial synod of 

Zara 1579; cf. Bernard, De consid., ii. 6, cited in Bartolomeo dos Martires, Stimulus 
pastorum, Paris 1583, 17'. 
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pupils included Carlo Borromeo and Agostino Valier. With the favour of 
Borromeo he was appointed bishop of Argos in partibus injdelium and 
appointed as suffragan to Alvise Pisani, bishop of Padua; as such he 
attended the final sessions of the Council of Trent. In 1565, following the 
transfer of the acting public interpreter of Scripture, Vielmi resumed his 
chair. It was also under these circumstances that he delivered his oration 
which was subsequently printed in 1575 with a dedication to Agostino 
Valier. Some people had been saying that his exercise of the function of 
public teacher was incompatible with his duties as suffragan bishop of 
Padua. Vielmi pointed to the bishop's mission to teach and preach, 
referring to the Tridentine definition of this as the bishop's praecipuum 
munus. The bishops of the apostolic age had made use of all opportunities 
to preach and even of professorial chairs, St. Basil being a case in point. 
This was the only aspect of the bishop's office that the treatise dealt with 
and it showed no particular acquaintance with the standard literature on 
the officium episcopi. Like Vielmi's other Paduan orations, it dealt with 
controversial matter (as was apparently expected of the grand orations by 
incumbents of his chair). Vielmi was a distinguished and not unoriginal 
theologian, but the significance of this particular treatise has perhaps 
been o~erest imated.~~ 

Alvise (or Luigi) Lollin (1 552-1625) who was a protkgk of Valier's was 
the outstanding man of letters among the Venetian episcopate in the early 
seventeenth century. He was a Venetian noble, born of a family long 
settled in Crete. The family moved to Venice permanently in 1 5 7 7 . ~ ~  It 
was Agostino Valier, he said, who first initiated him into the mysteries of 
the Church and he took the young man to Milan to meet St. Carlo.88 Of 
Valier himself, he observed that he would hardly eat at meals, 
commenting: 'Truly when this supreme care for a flock takes possession 
of a soul, it is not necessary to devote time to any relaxation (solatium). 
That art which St. Paul calls 8eo6ida~zov that is, divinely learnt, claims the 

86 Hieronymi Vielmi ep. Aemon, De diui Thomae Aquinatis doctrinae et scriptis. . . libri duo. 
Accedant orationes duae habitue in Gymnasio Patauino alter Apologetica, alter de optimo episcopi 
munere, Brescia 1748. This contains a biography of G.V.; another is to be found in G.B.M. 
Contarini, Notizie storiche circa li pubblici professori nello studio di Padoua scelti dull' Ordine di S. 
Domenico, Venice 1769. Details of Vielmi's family are in Archivio di Stato, Venice, D. 
Tassini, Cittadinaza ueneta, xii. fol. 2228 (his brother Giambattista was Secretary of the 
Council of Ten). F. Ughelli, Italia Sacra, v, Venice 1/20, 252-3, also mentions among his 
writings De episcopis quos titulares appellunt and Elucubrationes de residentia episcop?rum. In 
view of his specific references to St. Basil, it is worth noting that Vielmi's De sex diebus 
conditi orbis, Venice 1575, would appear to have been modelled o n  Basil's Commentaly on the 
Hexaemeron, although designed to confute more recent schools of impiety than those 
attacked by Basil. O n  the De optimo episcopi munere, cf. Jedin, Das Bischofsideal, 106. 

On Lollin's life see: L. Alpago-Novello, 'La vita e le opere di Luigi Lollino, vescovo 
di Belluno (1~96--i625)', Archiuio Veneto, Ser. v, n. 27-8 (19331, 15-116; ibid., n. 29-30 
(19341, 199-304; P. Canart, 'Alvise Lollino et ses arnis grecs', Studi Veneziani, xii (19701, 
553-87 Lollin's autobiographical essay Soliloquium was printed in Epzscopalum curarum 
characteres, Belluno 1629. 

Soliloquium in ed. cit., 239-44. 
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whole man'.89 Agostino took the young Alvise to Rome with him and 
apparently suggested to the ailing Giambattista Valier that he should 
resign his see of Belluno to A1~is.e.~~ Hence Alvise, in 1585, became 
bishop of a somewhat remote see in the Dolomites which he held until his 
death in 1625. He was a major collector of Greek texts, patristic and 
classical, and bequeathed his great collection to the Vatican by a notarial 
act of 1606.~' He was one of the most fluent Latin stylists of his age in 
Italy and the complexity of his Latin compositions is probably the main 
reason why his literary works have been little read. These fall into three 
main categories: poems, epistles and treatises of a religious or  moral 
character. A portion of the latter was posthumously published in 1629 in 
a collection entitled Episcopalium curarum characteres. In his auto- 
biographical Soliloquium, Lollin felt it necessary to justify his cultivation of 
literary pursuits and his poetry; he pointed to the elegant literary 
activities of certain Church Fathers, notably Gregory N a z i a n ~ u s . ~ ~  It 
should be said that many of the poems praised the Belluno landscape, 
one that would have appealed to few tastes in the pre-Romantic era and 
this fact, as will be seen shortly, has a curious relevance to our topic. As 
for the theological and moral treatises in the Episcopalium curarum 
characteres, these are highly literary in form, being written in a Latin style 
that relatively few clergy of his time could have understood and their 
theological and philosophical content is not in the main particularly 
profound. A major exception is the sacramental treatise De perfectione 
Christiana; this is rich in patristic borrowings while much of its structural 
content is taken from t i e  Lrfe in Christ o f t h e  great fourteenth-century 
Byzantine theologian, Nicolas C a b a s i l a ~ . ~ ~  Lollin was friendly with 
certain leaders of the Greek Orthodox Churchg4 and appears to have 
been the only Venetian theologian of our period to have been open to the 
traditions of Orthodox Christianity. 

The two treatises that particularily concern us here are the De non 
deserendo grege published in Episcopalium curarum characteres and the De 
titulorum episcopalium diminutione, which was not published until 1 744.95 
Both are ornate and somewhat precious works but important ideas can, 
in fact, be disentangled from Lollin's literary exuberances. The former 
work is addressed to a friend who accused him of being over-retiring, 
asserting that it was unbecoming for a patrician having a large number of 

Ibid., 248-9. 
Alpago-Novello, op. cit., Ser. v, n. 27-8, 4&7. I am uncertain whether Giambattista 

Valier was at all closely related to Agostino. 
Alpago-Novello, op. cit., Ser. v, n. 27-8, 63-4, ibid., n. 2 F 3 0 ,  207-303. 

92 Ed. cit., 252-4. 
In Episcopalium curarum characteres, 1-28. There can be no doubt that Lollin borrowed 

heavily from Cabasilas's treatise (P.C., cl) although he did not acknowlege it; Canart, 
loc. cit., 568 notes Lollin's acquisition of the work but not the use he made of it. 

Canart, loc. cit. 
95 Episcopalium curarum characteres, 153-67; Miscellanea di varie operette, viii, Venice 1744, 

231-47. 
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relatives and friends, to neglect his own city and grow into old age in a 
region where 'the summer south wind scarce remembers to melt the 
hardened snows' and among men too dissimilar in character for close 
friendship ever to be possible. To all this, Lollin replies: 'I shall not leave 
my flock nor allow myself to be called a deserter of my sheep'. The simple 
point that the pastor is obliged to reside and to feed his sheep is 
developed with great rhetorical elaboration: the bishop is tied to this 
service like a serf tied to the glebe. He refers with evident approval to the 
opinion expressed by many fathers at Trent that bishops were obliged to 
reside de jure divino. This had been, it should be said, a contentious issue 
at Trent since the papacy thought that a statement to this effect contained 
at least certain implications detrimental to papal claims and in the end a 
formula had been adopted which side-stepped the issue.96 As an example 
of an assiduous pastor, Lollin holds up his predecessor of a century 
before: Pietro Barozzi. What a resident bishop should actually do in his 
diocese, Lollin does not say. The treatise is chiefly remarkable for the fact 
that, like Lorenzo Giustiniani's, it harnesses an affective spirituality to the 
theme of the officium episcopi: 'This care (i.e. the bishop's solicitude for his 
flock) which comes to the soul from above, drives all others away, being 
accompanied by a potion (philtre) that infuses a special love to which love 
of ones country, honour of ones parents and affection for ones children 
are barely equal. Let our country indeed be for us a parent (my bowels 
are not hard)! The country in which we first drew the breath of life may 
indeed be held blessed in the manner that is approved by philosophers; 
no-one may forbid this emotion of love to well up in us, nay to pierce us 
and lay us low. The study of human kind shows clearly that this love is 
even more ardent when directed towards children rather than towards 
parents and indulgence towards our grandchildren is even more 
exuberant than that which we lavish upon our sons. Thus reason may 
conclude that bishops, if they dearly love the cities of which they wish to 
be and to be regarded as the parents, do nothing contrary to nature and 
alien to sweet piety. For joyfully we have beheld the children of children 
as the people have grown up and to a paternal love towards offspring 
who must be brought up with extreme care we have joined the maternal 
softness of the affections--children produced by natural parents we have 
again borne and given birth to in Christ. And now we doubt whether a 
joy greater and stronger than this can strike the human heart'.97 The use 
of the curious terms 'love potion' (philtrum) should be noted. The qt h p o v  
of divine love was one of the leitmotifs of Cabasilas's Lfe in Christ: this 
was the rapture that had inspired the martyrs. Lollin concludes his 
treatise asserting the great joy that his pastoral office has brought to him. 
At first, he admits, his situation had seemed unbearable but then he 
developed an affection for the people and a love of the harsh landscape, 

96 H. Jedin, A Histo~y ofthe Council o f  Trent, ii, trans. E. Graf, London 1962, cap ix, esp. 
326-8,334-45,362-4. 

Ed. cit., 162. 
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so that he had even taken a pleasure in the climate! Perhaps Lollin 
regarded versification, if directed towards celebrating the beauties of the 
Belluno landscape, as not totally unconnected with his pastoral office! 

The fact that the Commentarius de titulorum episcopaliurn diminutione was 
not published in Lollin's lifetime or immediately afterwards can be 
explained by its anti-curial implications. To grasp these, however, it is 
necessary to study Lollin's elipses with close attention. Lollin criticises the 
opinion of those who 'take away from the body of bishops the titles that 
they claim, for the sole reason that the cardinalatial office has obscured 
their light for many centuries now'. 'While we grant', Lollin continues, 
'that cardinals shine with a greater splendour of purple-it is shameful to 
deny it-bishops are not for this reason to be denied their dignities 
sanctioned by long usage and by the gift of so many popes, emperors and 
kings'. The honours once given to them marked bishops as being 
'nothing less than God's interpreters and leaders on the heavenly 
journey'. When he comes down to suggesting the cause of the decline in 
honour given to bishops, Lollin's rhetoric becomes extremely involved. 
He writes: 'would that we might keep to the primal origin of the title and 
would that we bishops might be what we have heard tell of! Indeed, there 
would then be nothing to occasion the complaint that the titles of honour 
once given to this most distinguished order are curtailed, titles to which, 
indeed, external ceremony and adornment once marvellously correspon- 
ded'; Lollin refers to the regalian and sacerdotal accoutrements of 
bishops, viz. the curule chair, the 'tiara', the cross and the varioils 
prelatical symbols. At the present time, however, Lollin fears that bishops 
will soon be called just 'Everend' instead of 'Reverend' unless, he says 'we 
conduct ourselves in honouring princes, a thing not of supreme 
importance but the one from which this evil took its origin, in the 
manner in which we were instructed by Christ to conduct ourselves, with 
all due respect but constantly recalling that synods have at all times 
condemned nothing so much as wandering outside a diocese'. He refers 
to measures once taken to prevent Illyrian bishops leaving their flocks to 
visit the imperial palace at Constantinople, and to a law in the 
Constitutions of Augustus to the effect that 'vagabond' clergy were to be 
expelled from the palace precincts; it is hence no innovation when the 
pope takes similar measures, imposing heavy penalties upon those 
refusing to leave Rome: 'since the number of those besieging the 
Imperial gates (liminapalatina) there is always large, we should not wonder 
at the door-keepers denying them access, as though they were more 
importunate than flies, and denying it precisely to those whose title is of 
such a nature that it benefits them least of all to be excluded. For what 
more absurd or ridiculous thing can be imagined than some Reverend 
person exhibiting deference to the majordomos of a great man and 
speaking to them very nicely, while these despise him as one of the rabble 
of courtiers, not even deigning to reply. I would indeed say that there was 
cause to be thankful if I saw bishops who have been badly treated learn 
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wisdom, if only tardily, and moved by this indignity think of going to 
their flocks instead of rushing into servitude, evidently preferring to be 
sheep rather than shepherds'. Lollin relates the sad story of the lately 
appointed bishop of Teramo who was still wearing a Franciscan habit and 
who got badly battered in the flurry during the Nativity procession in St. 
Peters, no-one knowing who he was, and who was lucky to escape with 
only a broken leg: 'People relate that this later proved to be to his 
benefit, as is the case with clergy afflicted with gout who stop wandering 
about and make it a practice to reside in their churches, which is indeed 
their pre-eminent function. Would it not have been better for the bishop 
of Teramo to have stayed at his post, to have performed his sacred 
functions in his own church and to have offered a fitting spectacle to his 
people rather than be a spectator in a theatre elsewhere like someone 
from the open street; particularly at Christmas, that special feast, when 
heavenly angels announced the descent of God upon earth to shepherds, 
not just to any people, but to those serving night-time watches for their 
flocks?' The remainder of the treatise is an impassioned plea for 
residence and a castigation of pastors who do not attend to their flock. 

What Lollin is saying is that if bishops have lost honour, it is because 
they have been failing to perform their primary duties and have been 
guilty of excessive 'honouring of princes'. By this he evidently means 
above all that they have gone too much in the posture of petitioners at the 
papal court and the Roman Curia (it is to these that the words palatina 
limina obviously refer). Coming as suppliants, they have been naturally 
treated with contempt. It should be noted that Lollin's position is not an 
episcopalist one in the usual sense. At no point does he imply anything 
regarding the relationship between episcopal and papal power; there is 
nothing to suggest that he subscribed to any Sarpian thesis to the effect 
that the papacy had robbed the episcopate of its rightful powers. 
(Although he was a correspondent of Sarpi, at least before 1604, there is 
no reason for thinking that he was sympathetic to his views and it should 
be mentioned that he had not in any way taken the side of the State 
against the papacy during the 1606 Interdict dispute, being deeply 
distressed by the affair).98 The implied hostility is towards the papal court 
and the Roman Curia rather than towards the papacy strictly speaking 
and where Lollin places blame, it is on the bishops themselves. 

Among the bishops we have studied, there is in fact no hint of 
episcopalism, i.e. defence of episcopal powers against a papacy that 
seemed to be encroaching on them, and it would, indeed, be misleading 
to suggest that Sarpi represented any particular Venetian tradition when 
he asserted that there had been such an e n c r o a ~ h m e n t . ~ ~  (Sarpi's 
assertions that papal absolutism had been growing do, indeed, reflect 
what was said by the ambassador Paolo Paruta in 1593, but Paruta was 

Alpago Novello, op cit., Ser. v, n. 27-8, 32. 
99 P. Sarpi, Istoria del Concilio Tridentino, Bk. i cap. i, Bk, ii cap. vi, see the edition of Bari 

(1935)~ i. 4,350-2. 
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here talking about the government of the Papal States and the pope's 
position vis-a-vis the cardinals).loO Gasparo Contarini, even while a 
layman, was an ardent defender of papal supremacy;lo1 later, in his 
treatise on councils of the Church dedicated to Paul I I I  (when he had 
become a cardinal) he depicted the Church's perfect form of government 
as a monarchical one and while indicating that bishops participated in 
the pope's gubernatorial power, he emphatically subordinated them to 
the Sovereign Pontiff. Agostino Valier had a definite concept of 
collegiality in the government of the Church, but this was applied to the 
College of Cardinals rather than to the body of bishops as a whole: he 
evidently regarded the cardinals as the successors of the Apostles in so far 
as the government of the Church Universal was concerned, these being 
called to assist the successor of Peter in a task that no single man alone 
could sustain.lo2 Strident episcopalism among the Italian episcopate was, 
perhaps, essentially an affair of bishops of minor sees : this is suggested by 
examples at Trent, notably that of Martelli, bishop of Fiesole;lo3 in the 
Ventian dominions there was the remarkable case of Marcantonio de 
Dominis, archbishop of his native city of Spalato (Split in Dalmatia) who 
fled and joined the Anglican Church in 1610, evidently because he felt 
that his rights as a bishop were not being respected.lo4 The Venetian 
nobles who held the great sees of the Terraferma, such as Padua, Vicenza, 
Verona, Brescia and Bergamo, would have had little cause for feeling 
that they were being 'pushed around' by the papacy, although a bishop of 
Belluno might well have had some cause for touchiness. 

This essay has been concerned with literature on the bishop's office, not 
with diocesan practice. The study of the activity of Venetian 6ishops in the 
dominions of the Serenissima, especially in the post-Tridentine period, is 
indeed a very necessary task and work on this is in progress.lo5 One ques- 

loo E. A. Alberi, Relazioni degli Ambasciatori ueneti letti alSenato, Ser. i i ,  iv, Florence 1857, 
383-420. 

l o l  De potestate ponttficts quad diuinitus  it t~adita ad N .  Tiepulum, in Opera, Paris 157 I ,  38 I- 

400; Conciliorum mug23 illujtrium jumma ad Paulum I I I  Pont. M m . ,  ibid., 546-63. Both works 
were first printed in the Florence 1553 Torrentina incomplete collection of Contarini's 
works. 

I o 2  Valier, Cardinalij. 
'OS On Martelli, see Jedin, Histo9 ofthe Council of Trent, ii. 23, 26-7, 38, 92, 107,  112-3, 

12  1-2, 362-4; on the example of Loffredo bishop of Capaccio, see ibid., 26, 34,38, 344". 
'04 On De Dominis, see J.  Crehan, 'The Dalmatian Apostate' etc., Theologtcal Studies, 2 2  

(1961), 41-58 Fr. Crehan sees the apostasy as the outcome of the Venetian Interdict 
dispute of 1606. I am inclined, however, to attribute more decisive importance to a 
dispute with the papal nuncio Gessi in 1609 over Dalmatian missals and breviaries: De 
Dominis was ~rotestinn at the fact that Gessi had taken over res~onsibilitv for the revision 

I - 
and publication of these, completely by-passing the bishops: Archivio Segreto Vaticano, 
Nunriature di Veneziafilza g8(a), fols. 38 1: 390V, letters of Gessi of I 8 April, I I May 1609. 

lo5 Dr. Christopher Cairns, whose study of Domenico Bollani bishop of Brescia is cited 
above, is working on bishops in the Venetian Terraferma generally in the post-Tridentine 
period. For Venice, I would refer to my own thesis cited'above n. 3;  I am at present 
working upon a considerably expanded study of religious life in Venice in the period c. 
150C-C. 1630. 
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tion that may well be asked is how far the political experience of Vene- 
tians-the experience of decision-making by consensus as well as adminis- 
trative skills-was carried over into diocesan work; a particularly 
pertinent question because several distinguished Venetian bishops in the 
Counter-Reformation period were fbrmer statesmen.'06 It might also be 
asked how far Venetian nobles who became bishops of cities subject to the 
Serenissima were prepared to accept the full implications of being 
'wedded' to their sees: how far they identifi~d themselves with their cities 
rather than just with Venice; how far they came to terms with the 
traditions of their dioceses (these were issues to which Valier and Lollin 
were at least sensi~ive). 

What, rather, we have been examining here are the sophisticated 
literary productions of some of the most learned and conscientious 
Venetian prelates (and one prelate-to-be); in several instances, these 
could have been meaningful only to a restricted audience, perhaps even 
within the body of the upper clergy. One of the main questions that has 
been asked here is: what kind of ecclesiastical culture did these writers 
have at their disposal? It is a basic contention of this essay that the nature 
of such culture in each individual case significantly determined the way in 
which these men envisaged their role as pastors and communicated their 
conception of it to others. This factor relates more particularly to three 
issues. First, the relationship envisaged between the bishop's personal 
spiritual life and his pastoral function. Secondly, following on from this, 
the effective character of the bishop's relationship with his flock. The way 
in which notions of the bishop's function were related to a more general 
theological context was likely to be a crucial factor in determining the 
approach to both these issues. Thirdly, there is the question of flexibility 
and of sensitivity to differing problems being viewed as essential elements 
of the ars artium. This was a key theme of traditional thought on the 
pastoral ofice and it is the one that pre-eminently concerns us here. 

Strong awareness of this latter issue was to be expected of a churchman 
versed in the Church Fathers rather than from one whose intellectual 
formation was primarily as a canonist or as a scholastic theologian. It 
received strong expression with the protopatriarch Lorenzo Giustiniani 
and at least an eliptic statement with Pietro Barozzi. Gasparo Contarini, 
significantly a layman whose theology at that stage was essentially 
scholastic, stands out among our writers for his neglect of the ancient 
tradition that saw the exercise of the pastoral charge as a complex art. In 
practical terms, such subtleties were liable to be ignored by bishops in the 
Counter-Reformation era who were battling to impose their authority 
upon insubordinate clergy, to establish mechanisms of diocesan control 
and to ensure a minimum of religious observance among the laity. The 
ancient tradition was, however, developed and extended in an original 
manner (albeit more particularly in unpublished work) by Agostino 

lo6 Dr. Cairns very specifically examines this issue in the case of Bollani in op, cit., 
passim. 
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Valier and he was, together with the Bolognese Gabriele Paleotti, perhaps 
its most notable exponent in post-Tridentine Italy. This was a fruit of his 
outstanding religious culture and was also, perhaps, a result of the strains 
imposed upon him by his intense dual loyalties to the Church and to the 
Venetian State: the delicacy of his own position must have brought home 
to him the need for tact and responsiveness to the demands of the 
times. '07 

Only to a limited degree can a tradition be seen among our Venetian 
writers. Gasparo Contarini, on a number of specific points, followed 
Pietro Barozzi and the authors of the Libellus ad Leonem X .  His style of 
argument, however, was totally different from that of Barozzi. While it 
was apparently Contarini who, of our writers, spoke to the sixteenth- 
century world with the clearest voice, his influence upon our other 
Venetian writers seems to have been nil. Indeed, it should be evident 
from what has been said why Agostino Valier (notwithstanding close 
personal links with Alvise Contarini, the editor of Gasparo's works)lo8 
was never inclined to cite him as an authority on  the bishop's ofice, 
although he referred to him in other contexts. 

Rather than looking for continuity, it is ultimately more profitable to 
examine the way in which the mode of presentation developed over a 
period of a century and a half. Lorenzo Giustiniani was deeply immersed 
in traditional mysticism and this made for strong similarities between his 
treatise and those of his northern contemporaries, Jean Gerson and Denys 
the Carthusian. These three writers clearly belong to the same spiritual 
family-tree, although the mysticism, as well as the hierarchical notions, of 
the two northerners seems to have been developed mainly out of the 
pseudo-Dionysius, while Giustiniani's debt seems to be primarily to 
Cistercian tradition. The mystical framework of Giustiniani's treatise is 
absent from sixteenth-century treatises on the oficium episcopi in Venice, 
as apparently elsewhere. Again, the elaborate allegorical exegesis used by 
Barozzi would seem to have been out of fashion by this time. Our 
sixteenth-century writers were preoccupied with concrete points in a way 
in which Lorenzo Giustiniani was not. Contarini's treatise, for all its 
scholastic trappings, is explicit in its demands and seems to echo the 
urgency of tone of the Libellus ad Leonem X .  Valier's treatises, again, are 
concrete in their concerns and, indeed, deal with technical points of 

1°' Ironically, no treatise on the Offztcium episcopi appears to have been written by 
Giovanni Tiepolo, patriarch of Venice 1619-31, undoubtedly the most interesting figure 
among Venetian patriarchs of the Counter-Reformation period and a fairly prolific 
spiritual writer. He was a subtle and observant pastor, willing to mitigate the rigour of the 
rules according to circumstances; cf. E. Zanette, Suor Arcangela, monaca del Seicento 
veneziano, Venice-Rome 1960, 33-6; cf. my own thesis at 373-5. His Compendio delle arte 
cn'stiane, Venice 1615, published when he was primicerio (dean) of S .  Marco, is a 
florilegium of treatises on  conversion techniques, including what appears to be his own 
treatise 'Dell' arte di ridurre un peccatore a penitenza' which'is very much preoccupied 
with the problem of adaptation to the character of individual sinners. 

lb8  See above, 439 n. 78. 
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which Contarini was unaware. Although eminently spiritual in their pre- 
occupation with the prelate's personal religious life and while being 
marked by an unctuous tone typical of the period, Valier's treatises are 
devoid of mysticism. It is worth noting that, in addition to using 
traditional Bernardine tropes, Valier was evidently far better acquainted 
with patristic sources than was Lorenzo Giustiniani. Lollin's De non 
deserendo grege is marked as a work of the seventeenth century by its high- 
flown rhetoric and liquescent emotionalism. As has been noted, there are 
similarities with Lorenzo Giustiniani's work in the manner in which it 
harnesses an affective spirituality to the theme of the oflcium episcopi. 
There is nothing to suggest, however, that Lollin had read Giustiniani 
and the sources of their passages on divine love are probably in fact 
different;log furthermore, Lollin's mysticism, unlike Giustiniani's, is 
without theory: it is the vulgarised mysticism of the later Counter- 
Reformation in which amor Dei is simply portrayed in terms of 
psychosomatic emotion. Lorenzo Giustiniani had said what a bishop 
must be; Contarini and Valier said both what he must be and what he 
must do;  with Lollin, the theme of the oflcium episcopi loses definition as it 
takes on  the tones of an effusive Baroque piety. For its period, however, it 
is a work of some distinction. According to MonsignorJedin and Professor 
Prodi, in the latter years of the sixteenth century there were no longer 
true treatises on the nature of the episcopal charge and its duties: a 
growing canonical literature came to dominate the scene, while the 
Fathers and preoccupations with spiritual renewal were pushed into the 
b a c k g r ~ u n d . " ~  Lollin remained as one of the few representatives of an 
older tradition. 

log See above, 443-4 on Lollin's debt to Nicolas Cabasilas. 
'l0 Jedin, Das Bischofsideal, 113; cf. Prodi, I1 Cardinale Gabriele Paleotti, 28-9, where he 

amplifies Mons. Jedin's remarks and claiins Paleotti as a distinguished exception. 
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